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This Conservation Assessment was prepared to compile the published and unpublished information on th
subject taxon or community; or this document was prepared by another organization and provides inform
serve as a Conservation Assessment for the Eastern Region of the Forest Service. It does not represent a
management decision by the Forest Service. Though the best scientific information available was used a
subject experts were consulted in preparation of this document, it is expected that new information will a
the spirit of continuous learning and adaptive management, if you have information that will assist in con
the subject taxon, please contact the Eastern Region of the Forest Service - Threatened and Endangered
Program at 310 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 580 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Conservation Assessment is a review of the classification, description, distribution,
environmental conditions, sensitive plants, and management of the Limestone and Sandstone
Cliff and Talus Biotic Communities of the unglaciated Shawnee Hills region of southern Illinois
and Indiana. Special focus has been given to those examples and plants known to occur within
the Shawnee and Hoosier National Forests of Illinois and Indiana, respectively (within the
Eastern Region, Region 9, of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service). This document also serves to update
knowledge about the status, potential threats, and conservation efforts regarding the Cliff and
Talus Communities in this region. A Cliff Community, overall, is characterized by a natural
exposure of bedrock along with the associated variety of soils, rock debris, and plants and
animals that inhabit it. The cliffs are normally associated with a long history of stream erosion,
and are often accompanied by Talus Communities. The composition of the exposed rock
generally determines the physical and chemical characteristics of the associated community
components. Other features are determined primarily by rainfall, elevation, and aspect (direction
of exposure). Each of these community types is normally classified as a Primary Community, a
community in which active physical change is characteristic and continuous. The organisms that
make up each community are normally considered to be adapted to these changes, and some of
them, plants in particular, may be unable to occur elsewhere. Undisturbed cliff communities are
very rare because of increases in commercial and recreational uses since the time of European
settlement, and the need for conservation management to save this community habitat and its
species has become more critical each year. The National Forests within the Shawnee Hills are
the primary caretakers for the high quality examples of these communities remaining in both
states.
In addition to species listed as Endangered or Threatened under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA), or as species of Concern by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Forest Service lists
species that are Sensitive within each region (RFSS). The National Forest Management Act and
Forest Service policy require that National Forest System land be managed to maintain viable
populations of all native plant and animal species. A viable population is one that has the
estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive individuals to ensure the continued existence
of the entity throughout its range within a given planning area.
The objectives of this document are to:
-Provide an overview of the current scientific knowledge on the communities.
-Provide a summary of the distribution and status of the communities within the two state
region of the Eastern Region of the Forest Service, in particular.
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-Provide the available background information needed to prepare a subsequent
Conservation Approach.
THE SHAWNEE HILLS - AN INTRODUCTION TO THE REGION
The Shawnee Hills region is an area of unglaciated uplands with rugged topography, with many
escarpments, bluffs, and ravines, and it is restricted to southern Illinois, southwestern Indiana and
western Kentucky (Comer et al. 2003). Other landforms present include steep-sided ridges and
hills, gentler hills and broader valleys, karst terrain, gently rolling lowland plains, and bottom
lands along major rivers, with associated terraces and meander scars. Elevation ranges from 325
to 1,060 ft (100 to 325 m). The lowest elevations occur along the Ohio River, and the highest is
at Williams Hill in Illinois. The mean annual precipitation is 45 in (1,140 mm) in Illinois and 44
in (1,120 mm) in Kentucky and Indiana. The average annual temperature ranges from 57° F (140
C) in Illinois to 550 F (13 ° C) in Kentucky and southern Indiana. Frost free days average about
190 in Illinois and 185 in Indiana. At the time of the first European explorations this region was
forested, and considerable areas remain forested at the present time. Drastic environmental
conditions on portions of the hills and cliffs where bedrock and thin soils predominated
discouraged trees and maintained openings, glades, and barrens, especially on the drier sites.
Prehistoric Native American activities had little effect on the Shawnee Hills. After 1800,
approximately 50 percent of the landscape was cleared and most wetlands were drained by Euro-
Americans for farming. Fires became more frequent during this period, as did erosion, as the hill
slopes were denuded for timber and fuel. The landscape is now a patchwork of forest and
agricultural lands, the former used for recreation, ecosystem maintenance, and wood-fiber
production, the latter for grazing and row crops. Energy and mineral production have affected
and continue to affect small portions of the landscape; coal, iron, lead, zinc, fluorite, limestone,
sand, and gravel have been mined in the Shawnee Hills, beginning in the mid-1800's. Oil and gas
production began in the early 1900's (Comer et al. 2003).
In Illinois, the Shawnee Hills are located in the far southern portion of the state where they form
a band from Fountain Bluff along the Mississippi River on the west to the mouth of the Wabash
River on the east, south to the edge of the Ohio River lowlands (generally between 38 o 00' N.
Lat and 37 o 00' N. Lat). This includes portions of Alexander, Gallatin, Hardin, Jackson,
Johnson, Massac, Pope, Pulaski, Saline, Union, and Williamson counties. The Shawnee Hills
barely reach Massac, Pulaski, and Williamson counties, and there are no good examples of cliff
communities known in those three counties. The Hills are interrupted on the east by the Wabash
River lowlands, separating them from Indiana.
In Indiana, east of the Wabash River lowlands, the Shawnee Hills reappear and have a somewhat
northwest-southeast orientation. They extend from Perry County in the south to Putnam County
in the north, narrowing towards the north (Homoya 1997). This includes portions of Crawford,
Dubois, Greene, Harrison, Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Morgan, Orange, Owen, Perry, Putnam,
and Washington counties.
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The Ohio River lowlands separate the Kentucky portion of the Shawnee Hills from those in
Illinois and Indiana. The portion of the Shawnee Hills in Kentucky extends generally west to
east from Livingston County to Larue County and south to about 20 mi (32 km) north of the
Tennessee state line. This large area, often called the Western Kentucky Coal Fields,
encompasses portions of at least 24 counties and is beyond the scope of this conservation
assessment.
The Illinois Shawnee Hills are subdivided into the Greater Shawnee Hills and the Lesser
Shawnee Hills. The Greater Shawnee Hills form a band about 10 mi (16 km) wide along the
northern edge of the Shawnee Hills, and consist of massive Pennsylvanian sandstone strata. The
Lesser Shawnee Hills to their south have a base of generally softer Mississippian limestone and
sandstone strata, with occasional sinkholes and caves. They also average about 200 ft (60 m)
lower than the Greater Shawnee Hills.
The Indiana Shawnee Hills are subdivided into the Crawford Uplands and the Escarpment. The
Crawford Uplands are similar to the Greater Shawnee Hills of Illinois because of their rugged
nature and the presence of sandstone cliffs and overhangs. However, the strata are a mix of
Mississippian and Pennsylvanian aged sandstones and limestones, though the limestones are a
minor component of this section. The Escarpment can be similarly compared to the Lesser
Shawnee Hills in that sandstone cliffs and overhangs are far less common (essentially absent),
and limestone cliffs and caves are well-represented, especially towards the south.
Within both Illinois and Indiana, the Shawnee Hills are often considered to represent the general
presettlement conditions better than in any other terrestrial region of the state (Homoya et al.
1985; Homoya 1997).
It should be noted here in this introduction that certain features and locations sometimes
associated with the Shawnee Hills in Illinois and/or Indiana have been purposely excluded from
this conservation assessment, and a limited number of areas also occasionally omitted have been
included. The items excluded from this report include the associated Coastal Plain - river
floodplains, the Eroding Cliff (= Eroding Bluff) community, the Cretaceous Hills region, and any
areas within Randolph County, Illinois. The items specifically added to this report are portions
of the Ozark Division that are found within the Shawnee National Forest, Illinois, and small
portions of the Highland Rim Natural Region found within the Hoosier National Forest, Indiana.
The many other biotic communities within the region not found on cliffs or talus, of course, have
not been included here. Otherwise, essentially the entire Shawnee Hills region of Illinois and
Indiana has been included within the coverage of this report.
INTRODUCTION TO PLANT COMMUNITY CLASSIFICATION
Before continuing with the biotic community classification details involved in this assessment,
some background, or context, may be useful concerning the differing hierarchies of vegetation
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classification. The distribution of plants on land can be described and mapped in several ways,
and at several levels. In particular, there are systems that describe global vegetation patterns, and
there are systems that describe locally distinct plant associations. The differences reflect variation
in each classification's scale as well as in traditions within various disciplines.
There may always be a basic inconsistency in the terminology used by differing groups of
scientists in this field. Plant taxonomists normally classify the terrestrial surface of the planet as
being divided into Floristic Regions (Takhtajan 1986) or Floristic Provinces (Gleason and
Cronquist 1964). Takhtajan was one of the few to attempt a global classification system. The
traditional Floristic (or Phytogeographic) systems proposed primarily by plant taxonomists
concentrate on the species composition of each unit, and take into account new discoveries such
as continental drift theory as well to interpret the units. Plant endemism is crucial to the system,
as is floristic distinctness.
Takhtajan (1986) presented the hierarchy as follows: Kingdom (or Realm), Region, Province,
and District. He allowed for the use of subcategories in each case. A basic principle in floristics
is that systems must be based on taxonomic and geographic studies of systematic units
(Takhtajan 1986) and other sources of data should also be incorporated. Takhtajan states in his
introduction (p. 5): "Neither geomorphology and climate nor soil and fauna nor even vegetation
can serve as the sole basis for floristic division or classification". The concept of the 'plant
community' is not included within the formal hierarchy, but appears informally within the
discussions of some Provinces in this major work.
Gleason and Cronquist (1964), while also champions of the taxonomic or floristic system,
provide extensive remarks about plant communities, about their specific qualities and
compositions, and they also discuss the problems inherent in classification systems that are
presented by transitional communities and community margins. They state (p. 131): "We also
find that the groups which we can distinguish under one system can often be correlated with
those of another system. We see that plants of groups which live together often tend to look
alike, and that groups of plants having a similar origin by evolution also tend to look alike. And,
on the contrary, we may be surprised to find that groups related by their evolutionary origin often
do not live together." Their concept of plant community bridges the rigid structure of
Takhtajan's system and that of the next classification tradition (below). While the term plant
community is not strictly defined in this reference, it can be clearly understood (p. 133) to mean
'a common association of a certain group of species (plants which habitually live together) in the
same kind of habitat' - different kinds of plants that are 'fellow citizens of the community',
sharing space and also competing with one another. This concept of community appears to be
anthropomorphic in origin.
A second type of classification of plant distribution and plant community (in the broad sense)
follows different traditions, those of vegetation type more so than floristic composition. This
tradition is more prevalent among plant ecologists, because, for this group of scientists, the
interaction between species is generally considered to be more dependent on an organism's
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'personal characteristics' or 'appearance' (physiognomy) rather than on the taxonomy of the
individuals in the association (as in floristics). The idea or concept of 'vegetation' becomes the
predominant factor in this tradition. Vegetation refers to the general aspect of the plants in an
area taken collectively regardless of the kinds (e.g., species) of plants which produce that aspect,
whereas flora refers to the specific kinds (e.g., a list of species) of plants living together in any
specified area. The terminology within this tradition, based upon plant form or habit, is used far
more extensively in human society because it "represents a mental impression rather than a
botanical phenomenon" (Gleason and Cronquist 1964, p. 235). This classification method
recognizes that one can easily distinguish between a forest and a grassland, for example.
Raunkiaer (1934, and W-1), while certainly not originating the concept, presented a detailed
system of classification of plants based upon life form, irrespective of their taxonomy. His
clearly defined concepts of the types of annuals, perennials, shrubs, and trees (at least of the
temperate latitudes) falling within 10 categories remain essentially the same today. It is
interesting to note that he also set a standard of describing only seed plants as vegetation,
ignoring ferns, mosses, lichens and fungi (as well as some others). Today, we normally include
all vascular plants, adding the ferns and their allies, but we also normally continue to minimize
non-vascular plants in our analyses. Current vegetation analyses also tend to split out as
significantly different the grasses and grass-like plants from the other herbs, the latter often
referred to as forbs, this category having been added because of the great economic importance of
grasslands to human society. Raunkiaer also pointed out that certain vegetative forms
predominate in certain types of climate. Some suggest that there remain three related problems
in his system which have continued in modem classification or vegetation quality analysis
systems. First, he took no account of the comparative rarity or abundance of some kinds of
plants; second, he did not consider the relative affect (landscape significance) of individual
species (see Gleason and Cronquist 1964, p. 233: "If all of the beech trees in Indiana were
destroyed, it would make quite a change in the landscape; if all the little spring beauties
(Claytonia) were pulled up, Indiana would still look about the same."); and third, he did not
consider the fact that some kinds of plants monopolize the environment (local dominance)
leaving others little chance to grow (e.g. Typha and Phragmites).
Currently, the Nature Conservancy and its cooperators have developed a global classification
system called The International Vegetation Classification (IVC) system (formerly called the
International Classification of Ecological Communities or ICEC) that is based on vegetation as it
currently exists on the landscape. Because of its conservation objectives, this classification effort
focuses on natural and semi-natural types of vegetation. This system has won broad acceptance
and is used within the NatureServe network (W-2), and the Federal Geographic Data Committee,
Vegetation Subcommittee (FGDC) has accepted it as the standard approach to be used by all U.S.
federal agencies (W-3). In North America north of Mexico, the IVC consists of the U.S.
National Vegetation Classification (USNVC) system and the Canadian National Vegetation
Classification (CNVC) system. According to this overall system, the terrestrial ecological
systems are specifically defined as a group of plant community types (associations) that tend to
co-occur within landscapes with similar ecological processes, substrates, and/or environmental
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gradients. Included is a seven level hierarchy, in descending order: Class, Subclass, Group,
Subgroup, Formation, Alliance, Association. In this system, a plant community type is a
vegetation classification unit at the Alliance or Association level. Approximately 600 terrestrial
vegetation classification (ecological system) units are described in a comprehensive classification
for the lower 48 United States and adjacent Canada (Comer et al. 2003). The USNVC and its
mapping program (W-4) is an on-going system being developed through the cooperation of both
federal and non-government organizations. The government and private organization partners in
this standardization attempt include the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS; W-5), the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA/EMAP; W-6), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS; W-7), the National Park Service (NPS; W-8), The Nature Conservancy (TNC; W-9)
and NatureServe (W-2), the Ecological Society of America (Vegetation Section) (ESA; W-10),
and the Federal Geographic Data Committee, Vegetation Subcommittee (FGDC; W-11).
The IVC, CNVC, and the USNVC syntheses attempt to incorporate useful material from both
traditions (floristic and ecological) into their makeups. The first (uppermost) four levels of the
hierarchy (Class, Subclass, Group, Subgroup) heavily utilize the ecological or physiognomic
tradition of vegetation classification. The lowest two levels (Alliance and Association) retain
more of the floristic (taxonomic) traditions. It is important to note that the term 'plant
community' does not exist as a rank in the IVC system of vegetation classification, although the
lowest two levels are normally considered as such.
The Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA-FS; W-12) has developed a
somewhat different system of vegetation classification that describes the Ecoregions of the
United States. In this system the Ecoregions are in a hierarchy that contains 4 levels, in
descending order: Domain, Division, Province, and Section. The natural biotic communities are
included within the sections, but are not part of the hierarchy.
CLIFF AND TALUS COMMUNITY CLASSIFICATION: THE SHAWNEE HILLS
Takhtajan (1986) includes the area consisting of the Shawnee Hills within the Holarctic
Kingdom, Boreal Subkingdom, North American Atlantic Region, and the Appalachian Province
of his global floristic classification system. There is no District mentioned. Gleason and
Cronquist (1964) include the Shawnee Hills within the Eastern Deciduous Forest Province, and
distinguish two primary communities in the region, the 'beech-maple community', found on
mesic soils, and the 'oak-hickory community', found on drier, more exposed sites.
According to the national Ecoregions classification of the USDA-FS (W-12), the Shawnee Hills
of southern Illinois and Indiana are included within the Humid Temperate Domain, Hot
Continental Division, Eastern Broadleaf Forest (Continental) Province, and the Interior Low
Plateau, Shawnee Hills Section. The area of southern Illinois within which the Shawnee
National Forest occurs also contains a portion of the Ozark Highlands Section of the same
Province. In Indiana, the northern portion of the Hoosier National Forest extends into part of the
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Interior Low Plateau, Highland Rim Section of the Province. This overall area was largely
unglaciated in the Pleistocene and is topographically diverse today.
According to the IVC / USNVC classification system (Comer et al. 2003; W-2, W-4) the biotic
communities discussed in this report are all included within the Terrestrial System, VII - Sparse
Vegetation Class. Within this Class, the Cliff communities described all belong to the VII. A.
Consolidated rock sparse vegetation Subclass, the VII. A. 1. - Sparsely vegetated cliffs Group,
the VII. A. 1. N. - Natural / Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs Subgroup, the VII. A. 1. N. a. -
Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation Formation, and the Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated
Alliance. Also within this Class, the Talus communities belong to the VII. B. - Boulder, gravel,
cobble or talus sparse vegetation Subclass, the VII. B. 1 - Sparsely vegetated talus/scree slopes
Group, the VII. B. 1 N - Natural / Semi-natural sparsely vegetated talus / scree slopes Subgroup,
the VII. B. 1. N. a. Lowland or submontane talus /scree Formation, and the Lowland Talus
Sparsely Vegetated Alliance.
At the state level within Illinois and Indiana, most botanists and plant ecologists have based their
definitions and usage of community classification terms upon the standardized classification
provided by White (1978) and White and Madany (1978). At the level of overall landscape
classification above the plant community, the same scientists have generally accepted the Natural
Division classification of Schwegman et al. (1973) in Illinois and that ofHomoya et al. (1985) in
Indiana. The latter was strongly influenced by the former. The Illinois plant community
circumscriptions and descriptions are being revised at this time but a new system is not yet in
general use (Becker et al. 1983, unpublished draft). A similar system for naming terrestrial biotic
communities is in use in Missouri (Nelson 1987) and it was also based upon the earlier Illinois
publications, with specific modifications applicable in Missouri. It is this Missouri publication
that most closely resembles the classification presented in this report.
The word 'community' as used in this report refers to the standard concept of a specific
association of plants and animals that is recognizable, definable, and repeats itself as a
recognizable entity or unit on the landscape. The communities are normally named and
described based upon either the primary substrate or the overall vegetation dominants, and the
community names may include vegetation descriptors (e.g., forest) as well as moisture
characteristics (e.g., dry), among others. There is a basic need or human instinct to describe, in
some way, the habitats of all occurrences of life on the planet, whether affected by humans or
not. This human concept is based upon an understanding of our own society, and it can assist us
in our understanding of ecological systems and interactions among specific species. It can also
assist in conservation and management projects. Communities are often described or prefixed as
being 'natural' (not man-made) or 'biotic' (living). The latter adjective has been preferred in this
assessment as the former implies more of a human bias. As described previously in the
introduction, the present concept of 'plant community' is derived primarily from the traditions of
ecology.
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Seven named plant or biotic community types have been chosen for discussion in this report, and
several other types will be mentioned where appropriate. Not all of these biotic communities are
thought to occur in Illinois and Indiana according to standard or official listings, but a discussion
of them was thought to be useful as concepts continue to be defined. The nomenclature and
synonymy for these seven plant communities follows in Table 1, and each will be discussed in
more detail in the subsequent sections. Appendix 1 outlines the position of the biotic
communities within the hierarchical systems previously discussed.
Table 1. The Seven Biotic Communities discussed in this conservation assessment, along with
selected synonyms currently in use. Expanded and detailed in Appendix 1.
Community Name IVC/USNVC Name Illinois Name Indiana Name Missouri Name
1. Dry Limestone Limestone - Limestone Cliff Limestone Cliff Dry Limestone /
Cliff Community Dolostone Community, (in part) Community, (in Dolomite Cliff
Midwest Dry Cliff part) Community, (in
Sparse Vegetation, part)
(in part)
2. Moist Limestone - Limestone Cliff Limestone Cliff Moist Limestone /
Limestone Cliff Dolostone Community, (in part) Community, (in Dolomite Cliff
Community Midwest Moist part) Community, (in
Cliff Sparse part)
Vegetation, (in
part)
3. Dry Sandstone Sandstone Dry Sandstone Cliff Sandstone Cliff Dry Sandstone
Cliff Community Cliff Sparse Community, (in part) Community,(in Cliff Community
Vegetation part)
4. Moist Sandstone Sandstone Cliff Sandstone Cliff Moist Sandstone
Sandstone Cliff Midwest Moist Community, (in part) Community, (in Cliff Community
Community Cliff Sparse part)
Vegetation
5. Sandstone Sandstone Sandstone Overhang Sandstone Moist Sandstone
Overhang Midwest Moist Community Overhang Cliff Community,
Community Cliff Sparse Community (in part)
Vegetation, (in
part)
6. Limestone Limestone - Limestone Cliff Limestone Cliff Limestone /
Talus Community Dolostone Talus Community, (in part ?) Community, (in Dolomite Talus
Sparse Vegetation, part ?) Community, (in
(in part) part)
7. Sandstone Sandstone Interior Sandstone Cliff Sandstone Cliff Sandstone Talus
Talus Community Highlands Talus Community,(in part ?) Community, (in Community
Sparse Vegetation, part ?)
(in part)
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There are several significant differences among and between these systems that can be pointed
out. 1) The Illinois / Indiana systems combine terrestrial and wetland communities into one
overall classification system. These are kept in separate systems within the Missouri and ICV /
USNVC hierarchies. 2) The Illinois / Indiana systems consider limestone and dolomite
communities to be separate and distinct. The Missouri and ICV / USNVC systems combine
these similar substrates thus merging these communities. 3) The Illinois / Indiana systems do not
distinguish dry and moist communities within the Primary Class. The Missouri and ICV /
USNVC systems maintain the dry and moist cliff communities as separate and distinct. 4) The
Illinois / Indiana system does not recognize the talus communities to be distinct, generally
placing these sites within either the Forest Class or Savanna Class. The Missouri and ICV /
USNVC systems maintain the talus communities as distinct, generally subdividing them by
substrate characteristics but not moisture gradient. 5) The Missouri and ICV / USNVC systems
do not recognize the Sandstone Overhang Community as being distinct; the Missouri system
includes it within its Moist Sandstone Cliff Community - the ICV / USNVC system places it
within its Sandstone Midwest Moist Cliff Sparse Vegetation association. 6) The ICV / USNVC
system does not include the Sandstone Midwest Moist Cliff Sparse Vegetation association nor
the Limestone - Dolostone Talus Sparse Vegetation association within Indiana, and it does not
include the Sandstone Interior Highlands Talus Sparse Vegetation association within either state.
CLIFF AND TALUS COMMUNITY DESCRIPTIONS
All seven of these biotic communities are generally included within the Primary Natural
Community Class (see Appendix 1) in the system of White (1978) and White and Madany (1978)
used in both Illinois and Indiana. This community class includes a wide variety of biotic
communities that share two characteristics, namely, (1) the soil is thin or absent and the parent
material is at or near the surface, and (2) the communities are maintained indefinitely at an early
stage of succession by the substrate or by natural disturbance. The biotic communities in this
community class can be loosely grouped into three community subclasses, namely, glade, cliff
and lake shore. The community descriptions presented by Nelson (1987) for Missouri are
especially useful, and much of the descriptive information in his treatment are accepted and used
here. Differences in the species composition within and between Illinois and Indiana have been
taken into account in the listing of typical species present in each community.
It is not difficult to identify a vertical limestone cliff and a vertical sandstone cliff, and to
distinguish the two. The difficulty arises when one wishes to circumscribe them as biotic
communities and to define their limits. There are almost always other biotic communities
adjoining the cliffs, so that where the cliffs end and the adjoining communities begin can be a
very subjective decision. Definitions of cliff types themselves also remain problematic. A
minimum height of 3 m has been suggested (W-2). Curtis (1959) in Wisconsin suggested that
substrate was of secondary importance compared to moisture (shading versus open) in
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determining floristic patterns. Furthermore some cliffs are a combination of layers of sandstone,
shale and limestone or dolostone [dolomite], making classification problematic. Normally the
difficulties in circumscribing a particular community boundary are the result of variations in 1)
the size of the outcrop, 2) the amount of shading or the length of exposure to direct sunlight, 3)
the amount of accumulated soil, 4) the degree of erosion, and 5) drainage from above or within
the bedrock.
The community descriptions that follow are meant to apply specifically to the biotic communities
as they occur in southern Illinois and southern Indiana in and near the Shawnee Hills natural
division. This applies especially to the lists of species normally present. In other parts of the
country where the communities occur the general edaphic conditions may still apply, but the
species associations are likely to be very different.
1. Dry Limestone Cliff Community
Description:
This community is readily recognized by its steep to vertical (rarely with overhangs) exposures of
limestone or cherty limestone bedrock along bluffs or dissected hills and plains, especially along
streams and rivers; in aspect, it can face any direction, but the community is best developed with
a southern or western exposure. Most of the limestones are of Mississippian Period age, though a
few are Devonian (such as the Bailey Limestone in the Pine Hills of Illinois) or Pennsylvanian
(as in Indiana). The community is also widespread in the Ozark Natural Division. The cliffs can
be exposed to full sun much of the day or variably shaded. Soils are generally absent, except that
there can be very shallow to shallow (0 - 40 cm) deposits on ledges, shelves, or at the base of
overhangs; the substrate is very rapidly drained, and typically ephemerally wet in Winter and
Spring, becoming dry in Summer. The soils are generally alkaline, with a high pH, because of
the nature of the substrate, though some pockets of humus may have a somewhat lower pH.
Vegetation is restricted to shelves, cracks, and crevices in the rock where soil or organic matter
has accumulated. Trees, when present, are sparse and stunted (3 - 6 m), and extremely slow
growing (Larson et al. 1999); shrubs are often present. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse (less than
20 % cover) and usually consists of ferns and vines. Greatly contrasting microhabitats normally
exist within this community because of the great topographic and exposure variability resulting
from the broken and / or loose rock.
In Illinois and Indiana, scattered stunted individuals of the trees Celtis tenuifolia (dwarf
hackberry), Juniperus virginiana (eastern red cedar), and Quercus spp. (e.g. Quercus montana
(rock chestnut oak), Q. stellata (post oak), Q. velutina (black oak) ), and Rhamnus caroliniana
(Carolina buckthorn) may occur; shrubs may include Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea),
Ptelea trifoliata (wafer-ash), and Viburnum rufidulum (rusty blackhaw); vines may include
Bignonia capreolata (cross-vine), Celastrus scandens (American bittersweet), Parthenocissus
quinquefolia (Virginia creeper), Smilax bona-nox (fringed greenbrier), and Toxicodendron
radicans (poison ivy); herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids may include
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Aquilegia canadensis (red columbine), Aster anomalus (bur aster, Illinois only), Aster
oblongifolius (aromatic aster), Descurainia pinnata ssp. brachycarpa (tansy mustard), Galactia
volubilis (downy milk-pea), Heuchera americana (American alum-root), Hedyotis nigricans
(diamond-flowers), Opuntia macrorhiza (prickly pear cactus, Illinois only), Oxalis dillenii (wood
sorrel), Phlox bifida (cleft phlox), Sedum pulchellum (widow' s-cross, Illinois only), and Solidago
drummondii (Drummond's goldenrod); ferns may include Asplenium resiliens (black-stem
spleenwort), Asplenium ruta-muraria (wall-rue spleenwort, Indiana only), Cheilanthesfeei
(slender lipfern, Illinois only), Cheilanthes lanosa (hairy lipfern), Pellaea atropurpurea (purple
cliffbrake), and Pellaea glabella (smooth cliffbrake). Among the non-vascular plants, lichens
may include Dermatocarpon miniatum, Lecanora muralis, Petractis farlowii, Placidium
lachneum, and Psora russellii, and bryophytes in this community may include Barbula
unguiculata, Orthotrichum strangulatum, and Schistidium apocarpum (bryophyte and lichen
information: W-13).
2. Moist Limestone Cliff Community
Description:
This community is also recognized by its steep to vertical rock exposures (rarely with overhangs)
of limestone or cherty limestone bedrock along bluffs or dissected hills and plains, especially
along streams and rivers; in aspect, it can face any direction, but the community is best developed
with a northern or eastern exposure. Most of the limestones are of Mississippian Period age,
though a few are Devonian (such as the Bailey Limestone in the Pine Hills of Illinois) or
Pennsylvanian (as in Indiana). The community is also widespread in the Ozark Natural Division.
The cliffs are often shaded with little exposure to full sun. Soils are generally absent, except for
very shallow to shallow (0 - 40 cm) deposits on ledges, shelves, or at the base of overhangs; the
substrate is very rapidly drained, but it can be kept moist or wet for significant periods because of
seepage or dense shading. The soils are generally alkaline, with a high pH, because of the nature
of the substrate, though some pockets of humus may have a somewhat lower pH. Vegetation is
restricted to shelves, cracks, and crevices in the rock where soil or organic matter has
accumulated. Trees, when present, are scattered, often sparsely branched, short (6 - 18 m), and
slow growing; shrubs are often present. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse (< 25 % cover, but with
more cover than the dry limestone cliff community) and usually consists of ferns. Mosses,
liverworts and lichens are also present. Greatly contrasting microhabitats normally exist within
this community because of the great topographic and exposure variability resulting from the
broken and / or loose rock.
The species composition of this community is also governed by its limestone substrate, but
because of the generally more shaded and moist exposure there are some differences in the
species present. In Illinois and Indiana, scattered rather stunted individuals of the trees Acer
saccharum (sugar maple), Amelanchier arborea (serviceberry), Fraxinus quadrangulata (blue
ash), and Juglans cinerea (butternut) may occur; shrubs may include Hydrangea arborescens
(wild hydrangea), and Staphylea trifolia (bladdemrnut); vines may include Parthenocissus
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quinquefolia (Virginia creeper), Smilax spp. (greenbrier), and Toxicodendron radicans (poison
ivy); herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids may include Aquilegia canadensis
(red columbine), Arabis hirsuta (hairy rock-cress), Carex eburnea (bristle-leaf sedge),
Chenopodium simplex (large-seed goosefoot), Heuchera villosa (hairy alumroot, Indiana only),
Pilea pumila (clearweed), Sedum ternatum (three-leaved stonecrop), and Solidago flexicaulis
(broadleaf goldenrod); ferns may include Asplenium platyneuron (ebony spleenwort), Asplenium
resiliens (black-stem spleenwort), Asplenium rhizophyllum (walking fern), Asplenium ruta-
muraria (wall-rue spleenwort, Indiana only), Asplenium trichomanes (maidenhair spleenwort),
Cystopteris bulbifera (bladder fern), Cystopteris tennesseensis (fragile fern), Dryopteris
marginalis (marginal shield fern), and Woodsia obtusa (common woodsia). Bryophytes
expected in this community include Anomodon attenuatus, A. minor, and A. rostratus,
Brachythecium laetum, Bryhnia graminicolor, Dicranella heteromalla, Entodon seductrix,
Fissidens dubius, Forsstroemia trichomitria, Gymnostomum aeruginosum, Lophocolea
heterophylla, Mnium sp., Plagiomnium cuspidatum, Rhodobryum roseum, Schistidium
(Grimmia) apocarpum, and Sematophyllum carolinianum (W-13).
According to the Nature Conservancy (W-2), this moist cliff type is apparently less common
across the region than the dry cliff type. Tim Nigh (W-2) has suggested that the Missouri type
could be named "Hydrangea arborescens - Adiantum capillus-veneris - Cystopteris bulbifera -
Parnassia grandifolia Alkaline Cliff'. This type should also be compared with Cystopteris
bulbifera - Asplenium rhizophyllum Sparse Vegetation type in the Southeast. The Ozark and
southern Illinois and Indiana cliffs may be better placed into a Southeastern/Interior Low Plateau
type, separate from a Midwest type, based on such species as Asplenium ruta-muraria and
Asplenium resiliens. In southeastern Indiana, other rare calciphilic species include Carex
eburnea, Heuchera villosa, Phlox bifida ssp. stellaria, Hylotelephium telephioides (= Sedum
telephioides), and Sullivantia sullivantii.
3. Dry Sandstone Cliff Community
Description:
This community is characterized by very steep to vertical sandstone rock exposures (rarely
ledges, shelves or small overhangs) along bluffs, steep dissected hills of escarpments, or massive
outcrops; in aspect, the cliffs can face in any direction, but the community is best developed on
southern and western exposures. Much of the sandstone is of Pennsylvanian Period age, and the
most widespread exposures are of Pounds Sandstone. Soils in this community are generally
absent, except for very shallow to shallow (0 - 40 cm) deposits on ledges, shelves, or at the base
of overhangs; the substrate is very rapidly drained, and it is often ephemerally wet in the winter
and spring, becoming dry in summer. Soils are generally acidic, with a few exceptions because
some sandstones have a significant calcium carbonate content. Vegetation is restricted to
shelves, cracks, and crevices in the rock where soil or organic matter has accumulated. Trees,
when present, are sparse, scattered, gnarled, and stunted (3 - 6 m), and extremely slow growing;
shrubs are often present. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse (< 20 % cover), mosses and lichens,
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especially crustose lichens, are usually present. Some studies suggest that exposure is more
significant in determining the plant composition in this community than rock type. It is also
well-known that some sandstones contain high amounts of calcareous material. However, some
of the plants listed below (e.g. Vaccinium spp.) are practically never found on calcareous
substrates, but are found on the purer, more acidic, silicate sand sandstones. Greatly contrasting
microhabitats normally exist within this community because of the great topographic and
exposure variability resulting from the broken and / or loose rock.
In Illinois and Indiana, scattered stunted individuals of the trees Amelanchier arborea
(serviceberry), Juniperus virginiana (eastern red cedar), Ostrya virginiana (hop hornbeam),
Quercus rubra (northern red oak), Quercus stellata (post oak), Quercus velutina (black oak), and
Ulmus alata (winged elm) may occur; shrubs may include Berberis canadensis (American
barberry; rarely), Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea), Rhus aromatica (fragrant sumac),
Vaccinium arboreum (farkleberry), and Vaccinium pallidum (lowbush blueberry); vines may
include Lonicera spp. (honeysuckles; e.g., L. flava [Illinois only] and L. reticulata [= L.
prolifera]), Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper) and Toxicodendron radicans (poison
ivy); herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids are relatively few, and may include
Aquilegia canadensis (red columbine), Campanula rotundifolia (bellflower), and Sedum
pulchellum (widow's-cross, Illinois only). Ferns may include Asplenium bradleyi (Bradley's
spleenwort), Cheilanthes lanosa (hairy lip-fern), and Dryopteris marginalis (marginal wood
fern). Bryophytes often include Brothea leana, Brynum argenteum, Bryum pseudotriquetrum,
Climacium kindbergii, Grimmia laevigata, Grimmia pilifera, Hedwigia ciliata, Polytrichum spp.,
and Pyxine subcinerea, and lichens typically include Acarospora chlorophana, Cladonia furcata,
Cladonia strepsilis, Cladonia mateocyatha, Dermatocarpon miniatum, Parmelia conspersa, and
Xanthoparmelia angustiphylla (W- 13).
4. Moist Sandstone Cliff Community
Description:
This community is also characterized by very steep to vertical sandstone rock exposures (rarely
ledges, shelves or small overhangs) along bluffs, steep dissected hills of escarpments, or massive
outcrops; in aspect, the cliffs can face in any direction, but the community is best developed on
northern and eastern exposures. Much of the sandstone is of Pennsylvanian Period age, and the
most widespread exposures are of Pounds Sandstone. Soils are generally absent, except for very
shallow or shallow (0 - 40 cm) accumulations on ledges, shelves, or at the base of overhangs; the
substrate is very rapidly drained, but it can be kept moist or wet for significant periods because of
seepage, dense shading, or thick mats of mosses and lichens. The soils are generally acidic, with
a few exceptions because some sandstones have a significant calcium carbonate content.
Vegetation is restricted to shelves, cracks, and crevices in the rock where soil or organic matter
has accumulated. Trees, when present, are sparse, scattered, sparsely branched and short (6 - 18
m), and slow growing; shrubs are often present. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse (< 20 % cover),
and usually consists of ferns, which are relatively common and diverse; thick mats of mosses and
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lichens are often present. Greatly contrasting microhabitats normally exist within this
community because of the great topographic and exposure variability resulting from the broken
and / or loose rock.
In Illinois and Indiana, scattered short individuals of the trees Amelanchier arborea
(serviceberry), Ostrya virginiana (hop hornbeam), and Quercus rubra (northern red oak) may
occur; shrubs may include Cornus alternifolia (alternate-leaved dogwood), Gaylussacia baccata
(huckleberry), Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea), Ilex verticillata (winterberry), Rhus
aromatica (fragrant sumac), Vaccinium pallidum (lowbush blueberry), and Viburnum rufidulum
(southern black haw); vines may include Lonicera spp. (honeysuckle; e.g., L. flava [Illinois only]
and L. reticulata [= L. prolifera]), Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper) and
Toxicodendron radicans (poison ivy); herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids may
include Aralia racemosa (American spikenard), Asarum canadense. var. reflexum (wild ginger),
Campanula rotundifolia (bellflower), Carex nigromarginata (black-edged sedge; Illinois only),
Cunila origanoides (mountain dittany), Heuchera parviflora (late alumroot), Mitchella repens
(partridgeberry), Penstemon calycosus (smooth beardstongue), and Saxifragaforbesii (Forbes'
saxifrage [Illinois only]). Ferns and fern-allies may include Cystopteris tennesseensis (fragile
fern), Dennstaedtia punctilobula (hay-scented fern), Dryopteris marginalis (marginal shield
fern), Huperzia porophila (cliff clubmoss), Polypodium virginianum (rock polypody), and
Woodsia obtusa (common woodsia). Bryophytes often include Anomodon rostratus,
Aulacomnium heterostichum, Bartramia pomiformis, Brachythecium spp. (e.g. B. acuminatum
var. cyrtophyllum and B. plumosum), Bryum muehlenbeckii, Campylopus tallulensis, Climacium
dendroides, Cyrtohypnum pygmaeum, Dicranella heteromalla, Dicranum spp. (e.g. D.
condensatum and D. fulvum), Diphyscium foliosum, Fissidens spp. (e.g. F. fontanus and F.
subbasilaris), Fontinalis novae-angliae, Hypnum curvifolium, Leskea gracilescens,
Orthodicranum montanum, Plagiothecium cavifolium, Pseudotaxiphyllum distichaceum, Radula
obconica, Schwetschkeopsis fabronia, and Sematophyllum marylandicum. Lichens that may
occur in this community include Peltigera canina and Porpidia albocaerulescens (W- 13).
5. Sandstone Overhang Community
Description:
This restricted (in both area and distribution) community is found associated with sandstone cliff
overhangs, including the shaded undersides of sandstone ledges, that often resemble small caves
and so are often called 'rockhouses' (variable in size from small overhangs to large shelters);
they are located along bluffs, steep dissected hills of escarpments, or along massive eroded
outcrops near streams; they are typically eroded ('carved') out of soft sandstone under a harder
sandstone caprock; their orientation aspect is normally north and east, allowing no direct sunlight
(or this only very rarely) and light intensity is extremely low. This distinguishes them from more
exposed ledges of the sandstone cliff communities, with which they are combined in some
classification systems (e.g. Nelson 1987). Soils here are very shallow to shallow (5 - 40 cm),
sandy, and they accumulate on the shaded ledges, shelves, or at the base of the overhangs; the
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substrate is very rapidly drained, but it is normally kept moist or wet for significant periods
(normally Winter and Spring) because of seepage and dense shading; the soils become very dry
in Summer. The soils are generally acidic, with a few exceptions because some sandstones have
a significant calcium carbonate content. Vegetation is very sparse, with few species present, and
these may grow either directly on the rock surfaces or in the accumulated sandy soil. There is
essentially no woody vegetation within the community. There are no trees or shrubs, though they
may be nearby. Occasional vines may be present, or may root here, but they grow out of the
community into the light. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse (< 10 % cover), usually consisting of
a few annual or perennial herbs and ferns; mosses and a few lichens may be present. Fungi (mats
or crusts) are not uncommon.
Regarding the low light levels characteristic of this community, Olah and DeFilipps (1969)
recorded light readings of 14-25 % less in the recesses of the ledges than the 5000-6000 foot
candles recorded within the area immediately under the entrance lip of the overhangs. The soil
layers that accumulate have been described as a sandy residuum or unweathered loess (Kurz and
Bowles 1981). This soil has also been described as an organically poor sandy regolith (loose,
incoherent mantle of rock fragments, soil, blown sand, alluvium, etc., which rests upon solid
rock, i.e. the bedrock) which may concentrate salts (Timme and Lacefield 1991). It is a most
unusual substrate, and an significant component of the community. Another significant study
that included additional data on the floristics and surrounding communities, as well as the
sandstone overhangs, was that of Mohlenbrock (1968).
Outside of Illinois and Indiana, this biotic community is normally considered to be part of the
moist sandstone cliff community. It is recognized in our area as distinct because of a few plants
that appear to be adapted specifically to it, and because it does not fit precisely into the other
communities as defined. There is an overlap with the moist sandstone cliff community and the
species just outside of the sandstone shelters are normally derived from that community or from
the surrounding forest. There can be great variation in the size and shape of each overhang space
present, and this generally determines the species present. Larger overhangs tend to have more
moisture retention capacity and provide more microhabitats than smaller, more exposed
undercuts. It should be noted that undercuts subject to frequent flooding by streams are not
characteristic of this biotic community. In this community the soils must be more stable, and
they are derived from the gradual erosion of the cliffs rather than from alluvial deposits.
In Illinois and Indiana, tree or shrub seedlings may occasionally germinate under the overhangs,
but none persist; the shrub Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea) may be in close proximity
but not within the overhang itself; vines may include Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia
creeper), Smilax spp. (greenbrier; generally Smilax hispida (bristly greenbrier) ), and
Toxicodendron radicans (poison ivy), but these are only to be found at the margins of the
overhangs; herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids may include Cardamine
parviflora var. arenicola, and C. pensylvanica (bitter-cress), Chenopodium simplex (large-seed
goosefoot), Dodecatheonfrenchii (French's shooting-star), Heuchera parviflora var. rugelii (late
alumroot), Mitchella repens (partridge berry), Parietaria pensylvanica (pellitory), Pilea pumila
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(clearweed), and Samolus valerandii (brookweed - in wetter sites). Ferns and fern-allies may
include Athyrium filix-femina (lady-fern), Cystopteris tennesseensis (fragile fern), Huperzia
porophila (cliff clubmoss), Polypodium virginianum (rock polypody), Trichomanes boschianum
(filmy fern), Trichomanes intricatum (weft fern), and Vittaria appalachiana (Appalachian
Vittaria; Indiana only). Bryophytes may include Anomodon spp. (e.g. A. attenuatus and A.
rostratus), Bryhnia spp. (e.g. B. graminicolor and B. novae-angliae), Chamberlainia acuminata,
Dicranella heteromalla, Dicranum fulvum, Fissidens spp. (e.g. F. bryoides and F. subbasilaris),
Hypnum curvifolium, Mnium marginatum, Plagiothecium geophilum, and Thuidium pygmaeum.
Lichens (lichenized fungi) are occasionally present, but are not well-known in this community
(W-13).
6. Limestone Talus Community
Description:
This biotic community can be found on steep slopes at the bases of limestone bluffs or cliffs
along larger streams or rivers, along strongly dissected valleys, or in sinkhole basins; the slopes
can face, in aspect, any direction. Soils are generally absent or limited to isolated pockets or to
the lower levels of the talus; those accumulations present are often rich in minerals and humus;
the slope can be moist or dry, but it drains quickly; the parent material is limestone or cherty
limestone with a mass of accumulated rock fragments and large boulders over the bedrock. The
soils are generally alkaline, with a high pH, because of the nature of the substrate, though some
pockets of humus may have a somewhat lower pH. Trees are sparse, and they may show obvious
signs of injury from falling rock from above or their trunks may be deeply imbedded (buried) in
loose talus; the herbaceous vegetation is generally sparse to abundant depending on the degree of
slope and exposure (open versus shaded). Talus communities generally have > 50 % loose rock
at the surface, thin soils, and usually < 40 % vegetation cover (Yatskievych, pers. comm.). The
composition of the community is normally heavily influenced by adjacent forested stands,
especially those of floodplain forests because of the usual proximity of a river. The drier slopes
normally have some components of drier sites and their communities, such as limestone savannas
and glades. Vines and mosses are generally present with the herbs, their frequencies depending
upon local conditions. There is conspicuous evidence on the slope of active rock fall from
above, and in some cases this greatly inhibits the vegetation overall. The talus continually moves
downslope due to gravity, in a manner somewhat comparable to glacial ice. The Limestone
Glades biotic community overlaps with this one, and some of those sites on slopes may be better
placed within the Limestone Talus community. A summary of limestone glades in this region
has been presented by Kurz (1981).
In Illinois and Indiana, characteristic species in this community include the trees Acer
saccharum (sugar maple), Celtis occidentalis (hackberry), Fraxinus quadrangulata (blue ash),
Gymnocladus dioicus (Kentucky coffee tree), Morus rubra (red mulberry), Quercus alba (white
oak), Quercus prinoides var. acuminata [= Q. muehlenbergii] (chinquapin oak), and Ulmus
rubra (slippery elm); shrubs may include Asimina triloba (pawpaw), Euonymus atropurpureus
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(wahoo), Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea), Lindera benzoin (spicebush), Rhus
aromatica (fragrant sumac), and Staphylea trifolia (bladdernut); vines may include Cocculus
carolinus (snailseed), Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper), Smilax spp. (greenbrier),
Toxicodendron radicans (poison ivy), and Vitis spp. (e.g. Vitis aestivalis); herbaceous and/or
succulent forbs and graminoids may include Asarum canadense (wild ginger), Carex albursina
(white bear sedge), Chenopodium simplex (large-seed goosefoot), Collinsonia canadensis
(richweed), Corydalisflavula (pale corydalis), Delphinium tricorne (dwarf larkspur), Melica
nitens (three-flowered melic grass), Orbexilium pedunculatum (Sampson's snakeroot),
Penstemon pallidus (pale beardstongue), Phacelia bipinnatifida (fern-leaf scorpionweed), Pilea
pumila (clearweed), Polymnia canadensis var. radiata (white-flower leafcup), Ruellia
pedunculata (wild petunia), Sanicula gregaria (common black snakeroot), Scrophularia
marilandica (late figwort), Scutellaria ovata (heart-leaved skullcap), Sedum ternatum (three-
leaved stonecrop), Silene stellata (starry campion), Solidagoflexicaulis (broadleaf goldenrod),
Stylophorum diphyllum (celandine poppy), and Verbesina helianthoides (yellow crownbeard);
ferns may include Asplenium platyneuron (ebony spleenwort), Asplenium rhizophyllum (walking
fern), Dryopteris marginalis (marginal shield fern), and Woodsia obtusa (common woodsia).
Bryophytes expected in this community may include Anomodon spp., Bartramiapomiformis,
Brachythecium laetum, Bryhnia graminicolor, Entodon seductrix, Orthotrichum pusillum,
Ptychomitrium incurvum, Schistidium (Grimmia) apocarpum, and Sematophyllum carolinianum
(W-13).
7. Sandstone Talus Community
Description:
This natural biotic community is located on steep slopes at the bases of bluffs or cliffs of
sandstone along large streams or rivers and in canyons; the slopes can face, in aspect, any
direction. Soils are generally absent or poorly developed and limited to isolated pockets or to the
lower levels of the talus; slopes can be moist or dry; the parent material is sandstone covered
with a mass of accumulated rock fragments and large boulders. The soils are generally acidic,
with a few exceptions because some sandstones have a significant calcium carbonate content.
They may be humus-rich as well as sandy. Trees are generally sparse, and they may show
obvious signs of injury from falling rock from above, and their trunks may be partially buried in
the talus; the herbaceous vegetation is generally sparse to abundant (20-60 % cover) depending
on the degree of slope and exposure (open versus shaded) that contributes to moisture and soil
retention. Talus communities generally have > 50 % loose rock at the surface, thin soils, and
usually < 40 % vegetation cover (Yatskievych, pers. comm.). The composition of the community
is normally heavily influenced by adjacent forested stands, especially those of floodplain forests
because of the proximity of the rivers. The drier slopes normally have some components of drier
sites such as savannas and glades. Herbs, vines, and mosses are generally present, their
frequencies depending upon local conditions. There is conspicuous evidence on the slope of
active rock breakage from above, and in some cases this greatly inhibits the vegetation overall.
The talus continually moves downslope due to gravity, in a similar manner to glacial ice. The
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Sandstone Glades biotic community overlaps with this one, and some of these sites on slopes
may be better placed within the Sandstone Talus community.
This community is similar to that in which Silene ovata Pursh grows, as described by Basinger
(1998, 2002) which is on moderate to steep slopes that are often very rocky, with cliffs and slide
blocks common, with shallow loess-derived soils with rocky talus above sandstone rock, and a
soil pH between 5.8-6.2. This is evidence that the community may actually occur in Illinois and
Indiana.
In Illinois and Indiana, characteristic species in this community include the trees Amelanchier
arborea (serviceberry), Carya cordiformis (bitternut hickory), Celtis occidentalis (hackberry),
Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree), Morus rubra (red mulberry), Ostrya virginiana (hop
hornbeam), Quercus rubra (northern red oak), Sassafras albidum (sassafras), and Ulmus rubra
(slippery elm); shrubs may include Hydrangea arborescens (wild hydrangea), flex verticillata
(winterberry), Lindera benzoin (spicebush), Philadelphus spp. (mock orange), Rhus aromatica
(fragrant sumac), Ribes cynosbati (prickly gooseberry), and Viburnum rufidulum (southern black
haw); vines may include Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper), Smilax spp. (greenbrier;
e.g. Smilax rotundifolia), Toxicodendron radicans (poison ivy), and Vitis spp. (grapes; e.g. V.
aestivalis), herbaceous and/or succulent forbs and graminoids may include Actaea pachypoda
(baneberry), Agastache nepetoides (yellow giant hyssop), Aquilegia canadensis (red columbine),
Arabis canadensis (sicklepod), Aralia racemosa (American spikenard), Carex albursina (white
bear sedge), Carex nigromarginata (black-edged sedge; Illinois only), Cunila origanoides
(mountain dittany), Geum canadense (white avens), Mitchella repens (partridgeberry), and
Polymnia canadensis (leaf-cup), Ruellia strepens (wild petunia), Sanicula smallii (Southern
Sanicula), Solidagoflexicaulis (broadleaf goldenrod), and Verbesina alternifolia (yellow
ironweed), and the ferns Athyriumfilix-femina (lady fern), Cystopteris protrusa (fragile fern),
Dryopteris marginalis (marginal shield fern), Phegopteris hexagonoptera (broad beech fern),
Polypodium virginianum (rock polypody), Polystichum acrostichoides (Christmas fern), and
Woodsia obtusa (common woodsia). Bryophytes may include Amblystegium varium, Anomodon
rostratus, Aulacomnium heterostichum, Brachythecium spp. (e.g. B. oxycladon, B. plumosum and
B. salbrosum), Ceratodonpurpureus, Chamberlainia acuminata, Dicranum spp. (e.g. D.
condensatum and D. scoparium), Entodon seductrix, Funaria hygrometrica, Hypnum imponens,
Mnium cuspidatum, and Polytrichastrum ohioense, and the lichens Acarospora chlorophana,
Dermatocarpon lachneum, Cladonia strepsilis, and Parmelia hypoleucites ( W-13).
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND RANKING OF THE COMMUNITIES
The distribution of these seven biotic communities as presented here follows data previously
collected by personnel connected with the USNVC and IVC classification systems (W-2).
Additional detail has been obtained from several local sources, including the literature,
herbarium specimens, the State Heritage databases, and from colleagues. It should be noted here
that it is difficult to assess the acreage for these biotic communities. Most, if not all of them, are
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not only either vertical or steeply sloped in nature (eliminating the standard horizontal acreage
measurements), but they also are discontinuous - some fragments being small some being large -
and much of the actual acreage is obscured (generally shaded) by vegetation of associated
communities (for example, small cliffs within an upland forest). Appendix 2 lists selected
examples of these communities known from within or near the Shawnee Hills of southern Illinois
and Indiana. All of the communities have been given a status of G4 or GU by the Nature
Conservancy's Heritage staff (W-2). The communities have not been ranked within Illinois, but
they have been ranked in Indiana. These rankings will be included if available.
1. The Dry Limestone Cliff Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Midwest Dry
Limestone - Dolostone Cliff) is found locally throughout the midwestern United States and
adjacent Canada, from Ohio and Ontario, west to Minnesota, south to Kansas (and possibly
Arkansas), and east to Indiana. More specifically, in the United States this ecological association
/ biotic community is said to occur in IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, OH, and TN (W-2). Within
the areas of Illinois and Indiana covered by this conservation assessment (the Shawnee Hills of
the Interior Low Plateau, and its margins), this community is found primarily in a portion of the
Ozark Highlands Section of the Eastern Broadleaf Forest Province (ecosystem; W- 12). In
Illinois, this is an area also known as the Southern Section of the Ozark Natural Division
(Schwegman et al. 1973). The specific acreage for good-quality examples of this community in
southern Illinois and Indiana is thought to be small, and data in this regard is thought to be
incomplete. White and Madany (1978) indicated the presence of examples of high quality
(relatively undisturbed) limestone cliff communities in both the Southern Section of the Ozark
Natural Division and in both the Greater and Lesser Shawnee Hills Sections of the Shawnee Hills
Natural Division, but they provided no data on existing acreage. Indiana has ranked the
limestone cliff community as S1 using the criteria presented in Appendix 3.
2. The Moist Limestone Cliff Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Midwest Moist
Limestone - Dolostone Cliff) is found in localized areas throughout the midwestern United States
and southern Ontario, Canada, ranging from Ohio and southern Ontario west to Iowa, south to
Kansas and possibly Arkansas, and east to Tennessee. More specifically, in the United States
this ecological association is said to occur in IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MO, OH, and TN (W-2).
Within the areas of Illinois and Indiana covered by this conservation assessment this community
is also found primarily in a portion of the Ozark Highlands Section of the Eastern Broadleaf
Forest Province (ecosystem; W-12). In Illinois, this is an area known as the Southern Section of
the Ozark Natural Division (Schwegman et al. 1973). The specific acreage for good-quality
examples of this community in southern Illinois and Indiana is thought to be small, and data in
this regard is thought to be incomplete. White and Madany (1978) indicated the presence of
examples of high quality (relatively undisturbed) limestone cliff communities in both the
Southern Section of the Ozark Natural Division and in both the Greater and Lesser Shawnee
Hills Sections of the Shawnee Hills Natural Division, but they provided no data on existing
acreage. Indiana has ranked the limestone cliff community as Sl using the criteria presented in
Appendix 3.
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3. The Dry Sandstone Cliff Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Midwest Dry
Sandstone Cliff) is found throughout the central and upper midwestern United States and
adjacent Canada, ranging from Ohio and Ontario west to Minnesota, south to Kansas, and east to
Indiana. Specifically, in the United States this ecological association is said to occur in AR
(potentially), IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, and WI (W-2). Within the areas of Illinois and
Indiana covered by this conservation assessment high quality examples of the sandstone cliff
community are found in both sections of the Shawnee Hills Natural Division, but it appears to be
essentially lacking in the Southern Section of the Ozark Division (White and Madany 1978).
The specific acreage for good-quality examples of this community in southern Illinois and
Indiana is not known but it is thought to be significant (Appendix 2). Indiana has ranked the
sandstone cliff community as S3 using the criteria presented in Appendix 3.
4. The Moist Sandstone Cliff Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Midwest Moist
Sandstone Cliff) is found throughout the central and upper midwestern United States and
adjacent Canada, from Ohio and Ontario west to Minnesota, south to Kansas and east to Indiana
(potentially). Specifically, in the United States this ecological association is said to occur in AR
(potentially), IA, IL, IN (potentially), KS, MI, MN, MO, OH, WI (W-2). It is not recognized to
be present in Indiana according to the USNVC / IVC, though it is said to occur in most of its
bordering states. Within the areas of Illinois and Indiana covered by this conservation
assessment, high quality examples of the sandstone cliff community are found in both sections of
the Shawnee Hills Natural Division, but it appears to be essentially lacking in the Southern
Section of the Ozark Division (White and Madany 1978). The specific acreage for good-quality
examples of this community in southern Illinois and Indiana is not known. Indiana has ranked
the sandstone cliff community as S3 using the criteria presented in Appendix 3.
5. The Sandstone Overhang Community (not in the USNVC / IVC system) is found very
locally in a relatively small area at or near the southern glacial boundary in the United States, in
only six midwestern and southeastern states, namely, Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, and Missouri. Only two of these states (IL, IN) recognize this as a distinct biotic
community. It is included by the USNVC / IVC system within the moist sandstone cliff
community (W-2; above). Within Illinois this community is found primarily in both the Greater
and Lesser Sections of the Shawnee Hills Natural Division in Illinois within a 16 km (10 mi)
wide belt, sometimes called the Shawneetown Ridge, in the extreme southern portion of the state
(Voigt and Swayne 1955). This band is included within six counties - Jackson, Johnson, Pope,
Saline, Union, and Williamson. The community is not found in the Southern Section of the
Ozark Natural Division (White and Madany 1978). In Indiana this community is known
primarily from Crawford and Perry counties (Hauser et al. 1981) in the Crawford Uplands and
most examples appear to be within the Hoosier National Forest. The specific acreage for good-
quality examples of this community in southern Illinois and Indiana is not known. Indiana has
ranked this community as S2 using the criteria presented in Appendix 3.
6. The Limestone Talus Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Midwest Limestone -
Dolostone Talus) is found throughout the central/upper midwestemrn United States, including the
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Ozark region, and adjacent Canada, extending from Ontario west to Minnesota, south to
Arkansas, and east possibly to Illinois. Specifically, in the United States this ecological
association is said to occur in AR, IA, IL, MI, MN, MO, WI (W-2). Neither IL nor IN have as
yet officially recognized this as a distinct community. The community is found in close
association with limestone cliff communities. Therefore, within the areas of Illinois and Indiana
covered by this conservation assessment it would be expected to occur, along with the high
quality examples of limestone cliffs, primarily in a portion of the Ozark Highlands Section of the
Eastern Broadleaf Forest Province (ecosystem; W-12). In Illinois this area is also known as the
Southern Section of the Ozark Natural Division (Schwegman et al. 1973). The specific acreage
for good-quality examples of this community in southern Illinois and Indiana is unknown
because it has not been recognized as a distinct community, and so it has not been inventoried.
White and Madany (1978) indicated the presence of examples of high quality (relatively
undisturbed) limestone cliff communities in both the Southern Section of the Ozark Natural
Division and in both the Greater and Lesser Shawnee Hills Sections of the Shawnee Hills Natural
Division, but they provided no information on an associated talus community. Significant areas
of this community do seem to occur at the base of massive limestone cliffs bordering the
Mississippi River floodplain near Dupo, Illinois (Hill, pers. obs.).
7. The Sandstone Talus Community (USNVC / IVC common name: Interior Highlands
Sandstone Talus) is found only in the Ozark and Ouachita regions of the United States,
particularly in Arkansas, Oklahoma and Missouri (W-2). Neither IL nor IN have as yet officially
recognized this as a distinct community within their boundaries, but neighboring MO does
recognize it as being present (Nelsonl987). The community is found in close association with
sandstone cliff communities. Therefore, within the areas of Illinois and Indiana covered by this
conservation assessment it would be expected to occur along with the high quality examples of
the sandstone cliff community that are found in both sections of the Shawnee Hills Natural
Division, but not in the Southern Section of the Ozark Division (White and Madany 1978). The
specific acreage for high quality examples of this community in southern Illinois and Indiana is
unknown because it has not been recognized as a distinct community, and so it has not been
inventoried.
COMMUNITY ECOLOGY / ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Cliff and talus biotic communities are among the most variable and harsh of the biotic
communities in southern Illinois and Indiana. Because they are primary communities, they are
considered to be constantly changing. The cliff community bedrock cracks and breaks, falls and
weathers - subject to local conditions. The talus community is subject to the accumulation of
these falling rocks, as well as to a slow settling and movement of its very makeup due also to the
constant pull of gravity on its loose substrate. The configuration or aspect of the bedrock itself in
the cliff community can result in areas that are regularly heated or baked by the sun by day, as
well as niches and overhangs that may exclude any direct sunlight and that may also either block
or accumulate rain and other moisture. On the same cliff complex there can be an almost
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constantly running seep lined with mosses and ferns and a sun-baked, dry, seemingly lifeless rock
face with, perhaps, a few very tough crustose lichens. Similarly, a talus community that is
shaded may encourage the growth of mosses and other herbs, that, in turn, contribute to the
formation of an organic soil in pockets that may also retain water through much of the year.
However, a talus slope with little or no shade, facing south, may be continually baked and unable
to support any herbaceous layer. Summer drying is often a limiting factor for plant growth in the
community (Larson et al. 2000, Nelson 1987). In contrast, the environment of the sandstone
overhang community is generally stable - in typical examples, it is constantly shaded, the
temperature is not subject to daily extremes, the humidity is generally constant and often high
because of little air movement under the overhangs, and there is an accumulation of sediments
that is not on a slope, and hence less subject to erosion (Hill 2002c, 2003d).
Organisms that can survive in the cliff and talus communities are normally rather secure under
natural conditions. This is because few species are adapted to the environmental conditions here,
so that those that are can survive and persist with little competition. The numerous cracks and
crevices in the exposed cliff rock and talus slopes below provide a sort of refuge and protection
for those organisms that can take advantage of them. This holds true especially for small
mammals. Despite the likelihood of occasional rock falls, some organisms have been able to
take advantage of the positive features of the habitat. In the more stable sandstone overhangs, for
example, the deeper cave-like overhangs provide a habitat that is somewhat insulated - not too
hot and not too cold - a habitat with a relatively constant temperature and moisture year round -
much like a cave habitat (the air is typically still and humid) - but with some light available for
photosynthesis. Likewise, crevices in the bedrock and certain areas of talus can provide a rather
dependable source of water - because water in the form of dew, mist, or rain is not easily
absorbed by the rock but, instead, accumulates in these crevices where it can be utilized. Plants
with roots that can soak up this kind of moisture and store it during the dry periods can become
quite successful and persistent in these habitats. Another distinctive feature of the cliff,
overhang, and talus communities is that heavy leaf litter does not accumulate. Some plants that
cannot grow elsewhere grow here for this reason. These are normally winter annuals or
evergreens that would be easily smothered and unable to photosynthesize during the crucial
period from fall through spring if leaf litter were present and continuous. Because the plants are
exposed to direct or diffuse sunlight and can photosynthesize during the crucial Winter and early
Spring months, they can accumulate sufficient resources to reproduce early in the Spring before
the habitats dry out and become less hospitable. Because of the open nature of the habitat, there
is normally an abundance of diffuse but strong light available on the slopes of these communities
- also ideal for the growth of many plant species. Locally, Spring ephemerals can be very
common in the talus communities.
Botanists generally believe that most native plants have reached the limit to which they can travel
under present conditions of climate (that is, temperature and rainfall), substrate, dispersal
mechanism, and other pertinent factors. In other words, species are in balance with their
environment as long as the environment is stable. In many biological simulations, ecological
extremes are more significant than the means in controlling plant distribution (Webb et al. 1975).
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An obvious example is that of frost tolerance (temperature extremes). A plant species
completely intolerant of freezing can persist in a site indefinitely until the first time extreme
temperatures cause it to freeze. One such freeze in a century may be enough to eliminate a
species entirely from a wide area of its range, and changes in climate historically have caused the
greatest changes in plant distributions. The climatic factor of winter and spring moisture appears
to be crucial for these seven biotic communities, along with a local stability of soil and a lack of
competition from more aggressive organisms.
The current distribution of plant species in these particular communities in Illinois and Indiana
appears to be dependent primarily on historical factors (lack of glaciation within the region,
resulting in 'relict' distributions), substrate and bedrock type, and the age of the surrounding
forest (as measured by the degree of canopy closure) rather than from temperature extremes.
With limited opportunity for dispersal from one isolated cliff to another, species in these
communities may be unable to increase their ranges very quickly. A review of the effects of the
isolation and habitat fragmentation so typical of cliff communities has been presented by Haig et
al. (2000). In some respects, cliff communities can be considered to be as isolated as islands in
the ocean when it comes to reproductive exchange between these disconnected habitats.
While overall change is a constant in these primary communities, that change is normally slow
and predictable. It should be noted here that there are differing opinions on whether or not this
habitat should be considered a primary or pioneering rather than a mature habitat, some saying
that there is no significant change in the habitat over time (Skorepa 1973). This demonstrates an
interesting difference in perspective in analyzing similar data. The rocks crack and fall,
infrequently, opening new habitats and destroying old ones, but normally just a small piece at a
time. There is time for a new crevice that is suitable for a particular species to become colonized
long before that same area of cliff cracks and breaks again. Similarly, while a massive boulder
can shear the limb off of a tree and also flatten a colony of delicate herbs on the talus slope
below, this dramatic event occurs very rarely, and that boulder may also open up some surface or
pocket of soil for new colonization by the locally well-adapted species. In addition, the gradual
crumbling and erosion of the cliff face itself creates new soil that accumulates in the crevices and
pockets of the cliff and talus slope - and this soil is mineral-rich, having not yet been leached by
years of rain, and so retaining its valuable nutrients for plant growth. Along with the often clayey
or sandy residuum from the weathered rock surface, the thin soils on which the plants grow are
also composed of some organic materials from decomposing plant materials (usually bryophytes)
as well. This is an ideal growing medium for those species that can either store water or that can
limit their life cycle to the wetter periods of winter and early spring.
The cliff and talus communities are normally protected from the fires that may ravage
surrounding forest or prairie communities (Anderson 1991; Batek et al. 1999). This is simply
because there is little debris to burn in a habitat made up mostly of bare rock and with widely
scattered woody plants. The plant species have little fire resistance and, apparently, do not
(under normal conditions) need it in these habitats.
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The cliff and, to a lesser extent, the talus communities are also protected from the foraging of
deer and some of the other larger herbivores which tend to avoid these more dangerous habitats
in which legs can be broken and water is rarely available. Of course, there is also not as much to
eat, so the animals do not develop a habit of seeking out food in these areas. Predators, in
contrast, especially foxes, appear to seek out rodents and other small animals in these areas,
which do provide them some protection.
Natural disturbances to the cliff and talus communities can include drought stress in some years,
wind and storm damage (particularly from ice-fall from cliffs in very cold winters), tree falls
(smothering plants and dislodging soil), and disturbances from cliff-dwelling animals,
particularly in the crevices, ledges and rock shelters (Larson et al. 2000, Nelson 1987). Certainly,
strong rain storms can quickly erode fragile cliff faces and have the potential to remove soil from
sandstone overhangs. Sandstone overhangs that lie too close to a stream, and that are subject to
periodic scouring by floods, do not harbour the Threatened or Endangered (T&E) plant species
restricted to the more protected sites.
REGIONAL FORESTER SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES WITHIN THE SEVEN
COMMUNITIES
In this section of the report, 34 sensitive plant species of the cliff and talus communities of the
Shawnee Hills and vicinity are presented in alphabetical order, along with a brief discussion for
each. Several of the species are found in more than one biotic community detailed in this
assessment. The choice of species was entirely my own, and was based upon a number of
official lists of sensitive species as well as on my own experience with the species and
communities described here. Some of the species are only marginally members of the
communities treated in this assessment, but they appear to be associated with them at the edges
of their ranges, as in the Shawnee Hills.
The conservation status of these species is indicated by abbreviations (codes) that have been
standardized by the Nature Conservancy, primarily, and an explanation of this element ranking
system is included as Appendix 3. In addition to the state and national codes explained in this
appendix, additional codes have been added. These are RFSS (= Regional Forester Sensitive
[plant] Species) and FLSS (= overall National Forest Listed Sensitive [plant] Species). A list of
the Indiana RFSS plant species can be found in Olsen and Reynolds (2000). The list of Shawnee
National Forest RFSS plant species can be found in Shimp et al. (2001).
Table 2. Summary of Plant Species of Concern in the Assessment Area.
RFSS = Regional Forester Sensitive Plant Species; FLSS = National Forest Sensitive Species; E
= Endangered; R = Rare [IN category]; T = Threatened; X = extirpated. See Appendix 3 for
additional terms and abbreviations. Community numbers are those assigned within the
Community Descriptions section of this report, and they can also be found in Appendix 1.
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Scientific Name Common Name Status Community #, etc.
1. Arabis patens Spreading Rockcress E-IN Not in IL; 2,
2. Asplenium bradleyi Bradley's Spleenwort E-IL; E-IN; RFSS- 3
Shawnee
3. Asplenium resiliens Black-stem Spleenwort IL-E; IN-E; RFSS- 1, 2, 6
Shawnee
4. Berberis canadensis American barberry IL-E; IN-E; RFSS- 1, 2, 3, 4
Shawnee
5. Bryoxiphium norvegicum Swordmoss RFSS-Hoosier Not in IL; 4,
6. Calamagrostis porteri Ofer Hollow Reedgrass E-IL, T-IN; RFSS- [marginal] 1
ssp. insperata Shawnee 4
7. Carex albicans var. australis Bellow's-beak Sedge E-IL; FLSS Not in IN; 3
[= C. physorhyncha]
8. Carex nigromarginata Black-edged Sedge E-IL; FLSS Not in IN; 4
9. Cheilanthes lanosa Hairy Lip Fern R-IN 1, 3
10. Dennstaedtia punctilobula Hay-scented Fern E-IL; RFSS-Shawnee 4
11. Dibaeis (Baeomyces) Pink Dot Lichen RFSS-Hoosier 4, 5
absoluta
12. Dodecatheonfrenchii French's Shootingstar T-IL; R-IN; RFSS- 5
Shawnee/Hoosier
13. Huperzia porophila Rock Clubmoss T-IL; R-IN 4, 5
14. Lonicera dioica Red Honeysuckle E-IL; RFSS-Shawnee 4
'var. glaucescens'
15. Loniceraflava Yellow Honeysuckle E-IL; RFSS-Shawnee Not in IN; 1,
4
16. Penstemon brevisepalus Short-sepaled BeardTongue E-IL; FLSS 4
17. Phlox bifida ssp. stellaria Starry Cleft Phlox X-IL; E-IN; [removed 1, 2
from RFSS-Shawnee
in 2000]
18. Pinus echinata Shortleaf Pine E-IL; FLSS Not in IN; 7
[marginal]
19. Pleopeltis polypodioides Resurrection Fern R-IN 1, 3
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6.
5
,2, 3,
2, 3,
c ifitneicS Name
Common Name Status Community #, etc.
ssp. michauxiana
20. Quercus montana
21. Sanicula smallii
22. Saxifraga virginiensis
23. Scutellaria saxatilis
24. Sedum telephioides
25. Selaginella apoda
26. Selaginella rupestris
Rock Chestnut Oak
Southern Sanicula
Early Saxifrage
Rock Skullcap
American orpine
Meadow Spikemoss
Ledge Spikemoss
T-IL; FLSS
E-IL; R-IN
E-IL; R-IN; FLSS
E-IN; RFSS-Hoosier
T-IL; T-IN
3, 7
7
Not in IL; 4, 7
1, 3
E-IN; Forest Species
of Concern - Hoosier
T-IN
27. Silene ovata Ovate Catchfly E-IL; E-IN; RFSS-
Shawnee
28. Talinum parviflorum
29. Thelypteris noveboracensis
30. Trichomanes boschianum
31. Trichomanes intricatum
32. Vaccinium stamineum
33. Vittaria appalachiana
34. Waldsteiniafragarioides
Small flower-of-an-hour
New York Fern
Filmy Fern
T-IL
E-IL; RFSS-Shawnee
E-IL; E-IN; RFSS-
Shawnee/Hoosier
Gametophytic Filmy Fern
Deerberry
Appalachian Vittaria
Barren strawberry
E-IL; RFSS-Shawnee
R-IN; RFSS-Hoosier
X-IL; R-IN; RFSS-
Shawnee/Hoosier
Not in IN; 3
4, 5
4, 5
Not in IL; 4, 5
4, 7
1. Arabis patens Sulliv. (Spreading Rockcress) [Brassicaceae] reaches its northwestern range
limit in Indiana and it does not occur in Illinois. This is a biennial or short-lived perennial that
normally flowers in May, and it grows in moist rocky woods (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). It is
listed as Endangered in Indiana (with a ranking of Sl). It is also listed as Endangered in
neighboring Ohio. Its global ranking is listed as G3G4 (W-2). According to Mike Homoya
(pers. comm.) it does occur on limestone cliffs within the Indiana Shawnee Hills, and so it is a
potential component of the Moist Limestone Cliff Community as well as the Limestone Talus
Community in that state. This species is not a RFSS species.
2. Asplenium bradleyi D.C. Eaton (Bradley's Spleenwort) [Aspleniaceae] reaches its
northwestern range limit in Illinois, and it is also found in Indiana. This is an evergreen
perennial fern of sandstone cliffs. It is listed as Endangered in both Illinois and Indiana (with a
ranking of Sl in both states). It has been listed as Threatened in neighboring Ohio. Its global
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3,4,7
ranking is G4 (W-2). Five populations are known in the Shawnee Hills region, three of which
are in the Shawnee National Forest; none are within the Hoosier National Forest although
suitable habitat is present. Details on this species can be found in Hill (2003a). It is considered
to be a member of the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community. This species is a RFSS species within
the Shawnee National Forest.
3. Asplenium resiliens Kunze (Black-stem Spleenwort; Black Spleenwort) [Aspleniaceae] is
at its northern range limits in both Illinois and Indiana. It is an evergreen perennial fern of
limestone cliffs. It is listed as Endangered in both Illinois and Indiana (with a ranking of S 1 in
both states). It has been listed as Presumed Extirpated (SX) in Ohio. Its global ranking is G5
(W-2). All Illinois populations (one to three in number) are found within the Shawnee National
Forest. It has not been found in the Hoosier National Forest in Indiana (although suitable habitat
is present) but it is known from limestone cliffs (rarely) within the Indiana Shawnee Hills in
Clark and Harrison counties east of the Hoosier National Forest. Details on this species can be
found in Hill (2003b). It is considered to be a component of the Dry Limestone Cliff
Community and the Moist Limestone Cliff Community; it can also be a component of the
Limestone Talus Community within its range. This species is a RFSS species within the
Shawnee National Forest.
4. Berberis canadensis Mill. (American barberry; Allegheny Barberry) [Berberidaceae] is
at its northwestern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. It is a colonial shrub of rocky woods
(Gleason and Cronquist 1991) and their margins, often along limestone or sandstone cliffs. It is
listed as Endangered in both Illinois and Indiana (with a ranking of Sl in both states). It has not
been seen for decades in Illinois and may be extirpated. It has been listed as Rare in neighboring
Missouri, and Endangered in neighboring Kentucky. Its global ranking is G4 (W-2). The single
southern Illinois population was in the Shawnee National Forest in the Greater Shawnee Hills
Section of the Shawnee Hills Natural Division. While surviving elsewhere in Indiana, it is not in
the Indiana Shawnee Hills today (Homoya, pers. comm.). Details on this species can be found in
Hill (2003e). It has occasionally been considered to be a component of the Dry Limestone Cliff
Community, the Moist Limestone Cliff Community, the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community,
and the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community, as well as a member of the Dry Upland Forest
Community as defined by White and Madany (1978). This species is a RFSS species within the
Shawnee National Forest.
5. Bryoxiphium norvegicum (S.E. Bridel) W.Mitten (Swordmoss) [Bryoxiphiaceae] has a
very scattered world-wide distribution; it has been found in Indiana but not in Illinois. It is a
colonial moss of protected ledges and moist sandstone cliffs in temperate to cool regions. This
moss has not been included on the list of sensitive species in Indiana (where it has not been
ranked, though it could qualify as a Sl species). It has been listed as Endangered in Missouri,
but it is not on the sensitive species lists in neighboring Kentucky or Ohio. It has been variously
ranked globally as G3, G3G4, or G5 depending on the source. The moss has been found in six
counties in Indiana, including a few locations in the Hoosier National Forest and the Shawnee
Hills. Additional information on this species can be found in Hill (2002b). It can be considered
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to be a component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community as well as the Sandstone
Overhang Community. The Sword moss has been included on the RFSS for the Hoosier
National Forest but not the Shawnee National Forest.
6. Calamagrostis porteri A.Gray ssp. insperata (Swallen) C.W.Greene (Ofer Hollow
Reedgrass; Reed Bent Grass; Bluejoint Grass; Bartley's Reed Grass) [Poaceae] is at its
northwestern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. It is a perennial colonial grass of dry rocky
woods (Gleason and Cronquist 1991) and their margins, often along limestone or sandstone
cliffs. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois (as C. insperata Swallen) and as Threatened in
Indiana (with a ranking of Sl in both states). In neighboring states, it has been listed as
Endangered in Kentucky and Ohio, and as Rare in Missouri. Its global ranking is G4T3 (W-2).
In Illinois, the known populations of this rare grass are all located in the Greater Shawnee Hills
Section of the Shawnee Hills Natural Division. In Indiana, the species grows on steep, west-
facing mid-slopes of the rugged 'knobs' on the east edge of the Highland Rim Natural Region in
thin soil over siltstone and shale (Homoya, pers. comm.). At one site (Harrison County) it grows
on a level, sparsely wooded site above a limestone cliff, back from the top of the ledge but not
really associated intimately with rock outcrops. While it has not been found within the Hoosier
National Forest in Indiana, suitable habitat exists and it may yet be found there (Homoya, pers.
comm.). Details on this species can be found in Hill (2003h). It has been considered to be a
marginal component of the Dry Limestone Cliff Community, the Moist Limestone Cliff
Community, the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community, and the Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community, as well as a member of the Dry to Dry-mesic Upland Forest Community as defined
by White and Madany (1978). This species is a RFSS species within the Shawnee National
Forest.
7. Carex albicans var. australis (Bailey) J.Rettig (= Carex physorhyncha Liebm.; Bellow's-
beak Sedge) [Cyperaceae] reaches its northern range limit in Illinois; it does not occur in
Indiana. It is an evergreen, clumped, perennial sedge. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois (with
a ranking of S1). It has been listed as Endangered in Missouri, but it is unranked in Kentucky.
Its global ranking is G5T5 (W-2). It probably persists at sites in the Shawnee National Forest in
Jackson and Union counties in the Ozark Natural Division of southwestern Illinois, and it grows
on sandstone or chert outcrops in the forest (Herkert and Ebinger 2002). It can be considered to
be a component of the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community in Illinois. This species is a FLSS
species, but it has not been included on the Shawnee National Forest RFSS list.
8. Carex nigromarginata Schwein. (Black-edged Sedge) [Cyperaceae] approaches its
northwestern limit of range in Illinois; it has been erroneously attributed to Indiana (Homoya,
pers. comm.). This is a semi-evergreen, perennial bunched sedge that is occasionally found on
sandstone outcrops, though Gleason and Cronquist (1991) indicate that it occurs chiefly in acid
soils on the coastal plain. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois (with a ranking of Sl1). It has been
listed as Endangered in neighboring Missouri. Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). In Illinois, it is
known in a research natural area in Union County and in a sandstone canyon in Shawnee
National Forest. It can be considered to be a marginal component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff
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Community. This species is a FLSS species, but it has not been included on the Shawnee
National Forest RFSS list.
9. Cheilanthes lanosa (Michx.) D.C.Eaton (Hairy Lip Fern; Hairy Lipfern) [Pteridaceae]
occurs in both Illinois and Indiana, where it approaches its northwestern limit of range. It is an
evergreen, hairy, perennial fern primarily limited to dry exposed sandstone cliffs, though it can
occur on limestone cliffs as well. It is listed as Rare in Indiana (with a ranking of S2), but it is
not listed as sensitive in neighboring states. Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). In Illinois, it is local
on sandstone outcrops in the southern third of the state, as well as on a few other sandstone cliffs
in the northwest; in Indiana it occurs on both limestone and sandstone cliffs in the Indiana
Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). For this reason, it can be considered to be a component
of both the Dry Limestone Cliff Community and the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community. This
species is not a RFSS species.
10. Dennstaedtia punctilobula (Michx.) T.Moore (Hay-scented Fern) [Dennstaedtiaceae] is
at its western range limit in Illinois. It is a deciduous perennial fern found in several different
habitats throughout its wide range, most of which are moist and shaded. In Illinois and Indiana it
grows on wet, north-facing sandstone cliffs. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois (with a ranking
of S2) but not in Indiana, where it is more common. It has been listed as Rare in neighboring
Missouri. Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). In Illinois, it is known from one population in Pope
County, and five earlier collections are also known from the Shawnee National Forest and these
may persist (Herkert and Ebinger 2002). It is found in the Indiana Shawnee Hills on sandstone
cliffs, but not commonly (Homoya, pers. comm.). Additional information on this species can be
found in Hill (2003c). It can be considered to be a component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community in our region, but it is considered to be only a marginal member of this community
in Illinois. The species is listed on the RFSS lists for the Shawnee National Forest but not the
Hoosier National Forest.
11. Dibaeis (Baeomyces) absoluta (Tuckerman) Kalb & Gierl (Pink Dot Lichen)
[Baeomycetaceae] is at its northern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. It is a inconspicuous
lichenized fungus, and, as such, most likely perennial. It is found primarily on shaded moist
sandstone cliffs, ledges, and overhangs, sometimes on sand over the bedrock. It has not been
included on state lists of sensitive species in either Illinois or Indiana (nor has it been ranked
within those states). It is listed as Endangered in neighboring Ohio, and it has been listed as
Endangered in Missouri. Its global ranking is G4 (W-2). In Illinois, specimens are known from
three counties (Clark, Johnson, Pope). In Indiana, this lichen has been found in Parke County
and Putnam County, where it is known from the Hoosier Highlands near Greencastle nearly due
east of the Clark County, Illinois, site. In Illinois, its known localities are located within the
Southern Uplands Section of the Wabash Border Natural Division as well as in the Shawnee
Hills Natural Division (Schwegman et al. 1973). Additional information on this species can be
found in Hill (2002a). It can be considered to be a component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community as well as the Sandstone Overhang Community. The Pink dot lichen has been
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included on the Regional Forester Sensitive Species List (RFSS) for the Hoosier National Forest
but not the Shawnee National Forest.
12. Dodecatheonfrenchii (Vasey) Rydb. (French's Shootingstar) [Primulaceae] is limited in
range, and it reaches its northern limits in Illinois and Indiana. It is a deciduous perennial herb
with delicate fleshy leaves and a mass of fleshy roots, and it flowers primarily in April. It grows
in periodically moist sand at the drip margin of sandstone overhangs. It is listed as Threatened in
Illinois and Rare in Indiana (ranked as S3 in the former and S2 in the latter). It has been listed as
Endangered in neighboring Missouri and of Special Concern in Kentucky. Its global ranking is
G3 (W-2). It is most common in Illinois within a 16 km (10 mi) wide belt, sometimes called the
Shawneetown Ridge, in the extreme southern portion of the state in six counties (Jackson,
Johnson, Pope, Saline, Union, Williamson). These all fall within the Shawnee Hill Natural
Division of Illinois, Greater Shawnee Hills Section (Schwegman et al. 1973), and mostly within
the Shawnee National Forest. In Indiana, all existing populations are known from the Crawford
Uplands of the Shawnee Hills in Crawford and Perry counties only, and there are records for 23
populations in the state, 21 of which are on the Hoosier National Forest. Additional information
on this species can be found in Hill (2002c). It is considered to be a component of the
Sandstone Overhang Community. The species is listed on the RFSS lists for both the Shawnee
and Hoosier National Forests.
13. Huperzia porophila (Lloyd & Underwood) Holub (= Lycopodium porophilum Lloyd &
Underwood; Rock Clubmoss; Fir Clubmoss; Cliff Clubmoss) [Lycopodiaceael approaches
the southwestern limit of its range in Illinois and Indiana. It is an evergreen perennial herb (fern-
ally) that grows only on acidic, rocky (usually sandstone) cliffs and ledges (Gleason and
Cronquist 1991). It is listed as Threatened in Illinois and as Rare in Indiana (with a ranking of S2
in the former and S3 in the latter). It has been listed as Rare in neighboring Missouri. Its global
ranking is G4 (W-2). Scattered localities are known for this clubmoss in the Shawnee Hills of
both southern Illinois and Indiana on sandstone cliffs, in both the Shawnee and Hoosier National
Forests. It is considered to be a component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community and,
especially, the Sandstone Overhang Community. This species is not a RFSS nor a FLSS
species.
14. Lonicera dioica 'var. glaucescens (Rydb.) Butters' (Red Honeysuckle) [Caprifoliaceae]
appears to reach its southern limit in Illinois; however, there is an on-going problem concerning
the correct name and taxonomic status of this plant. The species itself has been reported in 13
counties in Indiana, but the variety may or may not occur in the Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers.
comm.); however, there is an occurrence reported in Lawrence County (Deam 1940). It is a
perennial vine, normally deciduous, that grows in several diverse biotic communities throughout
its range, but in the Shawnee Hills of Illinois (and elsewhere at its southern limit of range) it has
been found on the edges of sandstone and limestone cliffs. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois
(but not ranked [SNR] by the Nature Conservancy, W-2). It is neither ranked nor listed as
sensitive in Indiana. The species has been ranked as S3 in Missouri and as S4 in neighboring
Kentucky, where the var. orientalis has been listed as Endangered. Its global ranking is G5 (W-
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2). In Illinois, the'var. glaucescens' has been reported on sandstone cliffs at two sites within the
Shawnee National Forest. It has not been reported from the Hoosier National Forest in Indiana.
Additional information on this species can be found in Hill (2003f). Locally, it can be
considered to be a component of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community, though elsewhere it
can be found in several other biotic communities. The Red Honeysuckle is included on the
Regional Forester Sensitive Species list (RFSS) for the Shawnee National Forest but not the
Hoosier National Forest.
15. Loniceraflava Sims (Yellow Honeysuckle; Pale Yellow Honeysuckle) [Caprifoliaceae] is
at its northern limit of range in Illinois; it is not known to occur in Indiana. The species is a
normally deciduous perennial vine; the typical variety (var. flava) appears to occur in thin soils in
the vicinity of sandstones and granitic rock that may tend to be somewhat acidic, and the 'var.
flavescens' appears to prefer thin soils associated with limestone (Fernald 1950; Steyermark
1963). The Yellow Honeysuckle is listed as Endangered in Illinois (with a state ranking of S1).
It has been listed as Presumed Extirpated in Ohio. It has not been ranked in neighboring
Kentucky or Tennessee. Its global ranking is G5? (W-2). All known populations in Illinois
occur in the Shawnee National Forest in the Shawnee Hills. In Illinois, the species tends to be
restricted to the margins of rock outcrops in rocky woods, and particularly at the edges of
sandstone bluffs where there is sufficient water (Herkert et al. 1991; Mohlenbrock 2002).
Additional information on this species can be found in Hill (2003g). The plant community in
which this vine grows has been described as a Mesic Upland Forest at its margin or transition
with the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community (as defined by White and Madany 1978).
Elsewhere it has occasionally been considered to be a component of the Dry Limestone Cliff
Community, the Moist Limestone Cliff Community, and the Dry Sandstone Cliff
Community, as well as a member of the Dry Upland Forest Community. The Yellow
Honeysuckle has been included on the RFSS for the Shawnee National Forest but not the Hoosier
National Forest, where it has not been reported.
16. Penstemon brevisepalus Pennell (Short-sepaled Beard Tongue) [Scrophulariaceae] is an
east-central U.S. species of uncertain range, and it has been recorded from Illinois; it has been
reported from Indiana once, from Washington County. Its taxonomic status is unclear. Kartesz
(1999) includes it within Penstemon pallidus Small, and Gleason and Cronquist (1991) include it
within Penstemon canescens (Britt.) Britt., in which case it would be at its northwestern range
limit in the Shawnee Hills Natural Division of Illinois, from which it was first reported in 1981.
It is a clumped perennial herb that appears to prefer sandstone outcrops or bluff tops in dry-mesic
upland forests. It is Endangered in Illinois (with a state ranking of S1, as P. pallidus). Its global
ranking is G5 (as P. pallidus) (W-2). In Illinois, it occurs at one site in the Shawnee National
Forest in Pope County and at one site on private land in Union County (Herkert and Ebinger
2002). Details on the Indiana occurrence are uncertain. It can be considered to be a member of
the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community, though a case could be made to consider it a member of
the Dry-mesic Upland Forest Community instead. This species is a FLSS species, but it has not
been included on the Shawnee or Hoosier National Forest RFSS lists.
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17. Phlox bifida ssp. stellaria (A.Gray) Wherry (Starry Cleft Phlox; Cleft Phlox)
[Polemoniaceae] reaches its northern limit of range in Indiana; it historically occurred in Illinois.
It is a semi-evergreen, mat-forming, perennial herb that has been found on limestone cliffs in
only six midwestern states. It is listed as Endangered in Indiana (with a ranking of Sl) and it is
listed as Extirpated in Illinois (with a listing of SH). It has been listed as Rare in neighboring
Missouri (Sl) and Threatened in Kentucky (S2). Its global ranking is G5?T3 (W-2) because
some have questioned its taxonomic status. It is considered to belong to either the Dry
Limestone Cliff Community or the Moist Limestone Cliff Community depending upon local
conditions. It was removed from the RFSS listing for the Shawnee National Forest in 2000; it is
not included on the RFSS list for Indiana.
18. Pinus echinata Miller (Shortleaf Pine; Yellow Pine) [Pinaceae] is at its northwestern
range limit in Illinois; it does not occur in Indiana. This is a tree of great economic importance in
areas where it is common, and its wood has been used both for lumber and paper production; it
prefers acidic soils, and in our range it is restricted to dry sandstone and chert slopes in extreme
southern Illinois. The tree is listed as Endangered in Illinois (with a state ranking of S1). It is not
ranked (SNR) in neighboring Missouri nor in Ohio, and is apparently secure in Kentucky (ranked
S4). Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). There are two native populations in Illinois, one of which is
within the Shawnee National Forest in Union County, and which is extensive (Herkert and
Ebinger 2002). While it is not usually considered to be a member of the primary communities, it
can be considered to be a member of the Sandstone Talus Community, if one chooses to
recognize that, because of its local preference for dry sandstone slopes. This species is a FLSS
species, but it has not been included on the Shawnee National Forest RFSS list.
19. Pleopeltis polypodioides ssp. michauxiana (Weatherby) Andrews & Windham
(Resurrection Fern., = Polypodium polypodioides var. michauxianum Weatherby)
[Polypodiaceae] is at its northern or northwestern range limits in Illinois and Indiana. It is an
evergreen perennial creeping fern known for its ability to curl its leaves in dry weather and unfurl
them in wet periods; in most of its range it grows on tree trunks as an epiphyte, but at the
extremes of its range it tends to grow on somewhat acidic rock outcrops (and is, therefore,
epipetric). It is listed as Rare in Indiana, but it is not considered sensitive in Illinois where it is
slightly more common (with a ranking of S2 in both states). It is not ranked in neighboring
Missouri and Kentucky, but it has been listed as Threatened in Ohio. Its global ranking is G5
(for the species) or G5T5 (for the subspecies) (W-2). In Illinois it is found primarily in the
southern quarter of the state, certainly within the Shawnee National Forest. According to Mike
Homoya (pers. comm.) it occurs mostly on sandstone cliffs in Indiana, but it can also be found
less frequently on limestone cliffs in the Indiana Shawnee Hills. For this reason, the
Resurrection Fern can be considered to be an occasional component of both the Dry Limestone
Cliff and the Dry Sandstone Cliff Communities. This fern is not a RFSS nor a FLSS species.
20. Quercus montana Willd. (Rock Chestnut Oak; = Quercus prinus L.) [Fagaceae] is at its
western range limit in Illinois, and it is more common in Indiana. It is a large tree, sometimes
gnarled when on cliffs, that is usually found on dry, often rocky ridgetops. It is listed as
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Threatened in Illinois (ranked S2), but it is much more common in neighboring Indiana and
Kentucky. It does not occur in Missouri. Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). All seven Illinois
populations occur in the Shawnee National Forest (Herkert and Ebinger 2002). This tree is
common in much of the Indiana Shawnee Hills, usually on dry slopes, including areas of
sandstone outcrops, but it does not appear to require exposed bedrock (Homoya, pers. comm.). It
is tentatively referred here to the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community, as well as to the Sandstone
Talus Community (depending on local moisture conditions) though it is more often referred to
other dry upland communities, such as Dry Upland Forest. This species is a FLSS species, but it
has not been included on the Shawnee National Forest RFSS list. The similar Quercus prinoides
Willd. (Dwarf Chinquapin Oak) is Endangered in Indiana (S l) but does not occur in Illinois. It
can grow in similar habitats.
21. Sanicula smallii Bickn. (Southern Sanicula; Small's Snake root; Small's Sanicle)
[Apiaceae] is at its northwestern range limit in Illinois. It is a perennial herb with somewhat
tuberous roots that is generally said to grow in 'rich woods' (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). It
has been listed as Endangered in Illinois (where it was discovered only recently and will probably
be given a ranking of Sl) and it has been listed as Rare in Indiana (with a ranking of S2). It has
been ranked as SH (possibly extirpated) in Missouri, but it is secure in neighboring Kentucky. Its
global ranking is G5 (W-2). The single station known in Illinois is in Shawnee National Forest
in Hardin County. It is included here, despite the fact that the species is not usually associated
with cliff communities, because it was found with Silene ovata [see below], a species more
indicative of the Sandstone Talus Community overall. According to Mike Homoya (pers.
comm.) the species " Occurs in the Indiana Shawnee Hills, but not a cliff dweller. It may occur
in a few places where rocks are present, but not really talus." Therefore, the species is only
tentatively referred here, and only locally, to the Sandstone Talus Community. This herb has
not been included on either the overall FLSS list nor on the RFSS lists in Illinois or Indiana.
22. Saxifraga virginiensis Michx. (Early Saxifrage; Virginia Saxifrage) [Saxifragaceae]
approaches its western range limits in Illinois. This rather small perennial herb occurs in a
variety of habitats, including moist or dry open woods and rock ledges (Gleason and Cronquist
1991). It has been listed as Endangered in Illinois (with a ranking of S1), and as Rare in Indiana
(ranked S2 or S3 depending on source). It appears to be secure in neighboring states. The global
ranking for this herb is G5 (W-2). In Illinois it is restricted to sandstone canyons and mesic
ravine forests in extreme southern Illinois, only in Hardin County in Shawnee National Forest
(Herkert and Ebinger 2002). In Indiana, it is found mostly on sandstone cliffs in the Indiana
Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). In this region it can be considered to be a component of
the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community and its associated Sandstone Talus Community. This
species is a FLSS species, but it has not been included on the Shawnee or Hoosier National
Forest RFSS lists.
23. Scutellaria saxatilis Riddell (Rock Skullcap) [Lamiaceae] is a scarce plant throughout its
range, and it reaches its northwestern range limit in Indiana. It has not been found in Illinois. It
is a somewhat delicate perennial herb found primarily on shaded hillsides and moist cliffs, in our
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area on sandstone. This mint has been listed as Endangered in Indiana (with a ranking of Sl). In
neighboring Kentucky it has been listed as Threatened (with a ranking of S2S3) and it has also
been ranked as S2 in Ohio. Its global rank is G3 (W-2). In our region, it currently grows at one
site only on large sandstone boulders in the Indiana Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.).
Deam (1940) found it at two sites in Crawford County, both in 'detritus' at the bases of
sandstone cliffs. For this reason it is tentatively included here within the Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community and its associated Sandstone Talus Community. This herb has been included on
the RFSS list in the Hoosier National Forest in Indiana.
24. Sedum telephioides Michx. (American orpine; Allegheny Stonecrop; = Hylotelephium
telephioides (Michx.) H.Ohba) [Crassulaceae] is at its western range limit in Illinois. This is a
fleshy - succulent perennial herb of dry rocky places, generally calcareous shales or limestone, or
on sandstone (presumably with some calcium). It has been listed as Threatened in Illinois and
Threatened in Indiana (qualifying for a status of S2 in both states). It has been listed as
Threatened in neighboring Kentucky (also as an S2 species) but it is not ranked in Ohio. Its
global ranking is G4 (W-2). In Illinois it is found primarily on Sandstone outcrops within the
Shawnee National Forest. In Indiana, it grows mostly on limestone in the Indiana Shawnee Hills
(Homoya, pers. comm.). It can be considered to be a member of the Dry Limestone Cliff
Community and the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community. This herb has not been included on
either the overall FLSS list nor on the RFSS lists in Illinois or Indiana.
25. Selaginella apoda (L.) Spring (Meadow Spikemoss) [Selaginellaceae] reaches its
northwestern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. This is a small creeping evergreen herbaceous
perennial, a fern-ally that reproduces by spores, found in wet areas that never dry completely,
such as wet areas along streams and seeps, and often on wet north-facing cliffs. It has been listed
as Endangered in Indiana (with a ranking of Sl) but not in Illinois, where, however, it has been
ranked as S3 (vulnerable) (W-2). Its global rank is G5 (W-2). In Illinois, it is not normally
associated with wet cliffs. In Indiana it grows on sandstone cliffs at a few places, but mostly on
bare or mossy soil in the Indiana Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). It can be included as a
borderline component of seepage areas of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community. This herb
has been included on the list of Forest Species of Concern in the Hoosier National Forest in
Indiana, but not on the RFSS list.
26. Selaginella rupestris (L.) Spring (Ledge Spikemoss) [Selaginellaceae] is well within its
range in Illinois and Indiana. This is a small creeping or matted evergreen perennial, a fern ally
that reproduces by spores, found in dry, exposed rocky areas, mostly on acidic rock outcrops. It
generally occurs on sandstone ledges in our area. It has been listed as Threatened in Indiana
(where it has been ranked as S2) but is more common in Illinois (where it has been ranked as
S3). In neighboring Ohio it has been listed as SH (presumed extirpated) but it is currently ranked
there as Sl1 and has, apparently, been rediscovered. Its global rank is G5 (W-2). It has been
found in a few sites in Pope and Union counties in Illinois within the Shawnee Hills, but most
records are from the northwestern part of the state. It has not yet been found in the Indiana
Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.) though suitable habitat does occur there. The species has
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been included here because it may yet be found in the area, and because it clearly prefers dry rock
ledges in full sunlight. It can be tentatively assigned to the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community of
the Shawnee Hills. This herb has not been included on either the overall FLSS list nor on the
RFSS lists in Illinois or Indiana.
27. Silene ovata Pursh (Ovate Catchfly) [Caryophyllaceae] is at its northwestern range limit
in Illinois and Indiana. It is a perennial herb that can spread by short rhizomes. According to
Basinger (2002), the most consistent features of its habitat are that it is an upland forest
community of varying moisture regimes, on moderate to steep slopes that are often very rocky
with cliffs and slide blocks common, with shallow loess-derived soils with rocky talus above
sandstone rock, and a soil pH between 5.8-6.2. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois and
Endangered in Indiana (ranked as Sl in both states). It has been listed as Threatened in
neighboring Kentucky. It has been ranked globally as a G2G3 plant (rounded to G2) (W-2). In
Indiana, it has been found at only a single site, near Evansville (Shawnee Hills by some
physiographers), but not on or near bedrock outcrops (Homoya, pers. comm.). In Illinois, where
it was first discovered in 1994, six populations have been found in the Shawnee National Forest
in Hardin County, and in one of these, Sanicula smallii has also been found. Details on this
species can be found in Hill (2003i). This species can be assigned to both the Dry Sandstone
Cliff Community (and, perhaps, the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community) and the Sandstone
Talus Community (primarily the latter). In Region 9, this species has been included on the
RFSS for the Shawnee National Forest but not the Hoosier National Forest, where it has not been
found. It occurs in the Daniel Boone National Forest in Kentucky and in nine additional national
forests as well, and a significant number of current living populations are found within these
national forests. The Forest Service is the primary caretaker of Silene ovata.
28. Talinum parviflorum Nutt. (Small flower-of-an-hour; Sunbright) [Portulacaceae] is at
its northeastern limit of range in Illinois; it has not been found in Indiana. This is a fleshy
perennial herb restricted to a few exposed sandstone cliffs and ledges in our area. It has been
listed as Threatened in Illinois (with a ranking of S 1). It is also critically imperilled in
neighboring Iowa. However, it is secure globally, with a global ranking of G5 (W-2). The
species has been mentioned as a very good example of an Ozark species with its eastern limit in
Illinois (Herkert and Ebinger 2002). The closely related Talinum calycinum, known only in
Randolph County to the west of this assessment area, is another species mentioned as an Ozark
disjunct (Mohlenbrock 1957). The known locations for Talinum parviflorum are primarily
within the Shawnee National Forest, in Johnson, Pope and Union counties, with a few outliers
elsewhere. It is generally considered to be a component of the Sandstone Glade community, but
can also be considered to be a marginal component of the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community in
Illinois. This herb has not been included on either the overall FLSS list nor on the RFSS lists in
Illinois or Indiana.
29. Thelypteris noveboracensis (L.) Nieuwl. (New York Fern) [Thelypteridaceae] is at its
western range limit in Illinois. This is a perennial, deciduous fern that forms colonies by means
of long rhizomes, and it normally grows in mixed woods and swamp margins; at its western
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range limits, it more often occurs on wet sandstone cliff margins. It is listed as Endangered in
Illinois (with a state rank of S l) but it is more common in Indiana. It is rather common in
neighboring Ohio and Kentucky, but it has not been found in Missouri. Its global ranking is G5
(W-2). The only current site for the species in Illinois is next to a forest seep in Pope County
within Shawnee National Forest (Herkert and Ebinger 2002). In Indiana, it is rather common in
the Indiana Shawnee Hills, including on some sandstone cliff ledges (Homoya, pers. comm.). It
can be considered to be a member of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community in Illinois. While
this fern is found in several different biotic communities outside of Illinois and Indiana, it is
considered to be, marginally, in this biotic community in Illinois; it prefers wet, shaded habitats
within the community. This fern is listed as a RFSS species within the Shawnee National Forest
only.
30. Trichomanes boschianum Sturm (Filmy Fern; Appalachian Bristle Fern)
[Hymenophyllaceae] is at its northwestern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. It is a small
perennial evergreen fern that normally grows on shaded, moist sandstone ledges, forming patches
by means of creeping rhizomes. It is listed as Endangered in Illinois and Endangered in Indiana
(with a ranking of S2 in Illinois and Sl in Indiana). In neighboring Ohio it is also listed as
Endangered (ranked Sl) but it is not listed in Kentucky (where it is ranked as S3S4). It has not
been found in Missouri. The Filmy Fern has a global ranking of G4 (W-2). In Illinois the
species has been reported in Hardin, Johnson, and Pope Counties (Herkert and Ebinger 2002).
These sites fall within the Greater Shawnee Hills Section of the Shawnee Hill Natural Division
of Illinois (Schwegman et al. 1973) just south of the glacial boundary. Shawnee National Forest
records indicate that most populations occur within the forest, and that it still occurs in four
special use Ecological Areas (Shimp 2001). At all sites it is usually found beneath moist,
overhanging sandstone cliffs, or occasionally on sandstone at the entrance to caves. In Indiana
the species has been reported historically in Crawford, Martin, and Perry Counties, primarily
within the Hoosier National Forest where it is likewise obligate to sandstone overhangs in the
Indiana Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). More information on this plant can be found in
Hill (2003d). It is considered to be a member of the Sandstone Overhang Community or, by
some interpretations, a member of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community. Trichomanes
boschianum is listed as sensitive on the Forest Service's Regional Forester Sensitive Species
(RFSS) list in both the Shawnee National Forest and the Hoosier National Forest, Region 9.
31. Trichomanes intricatum Farrar (Gametophytic Filmy Fern; Weft fern)
[Hymenophyllaceae] is at its northwestern range limit in Illinois and Indiana. This is a fern
known almost exclusively by its perennial, evergreen, matted filamentous gametophyte stage that
persists within moist sandstone overhangs and reproduces vegetatively. It has not yet been
ranked within Illinois or Indiana. It has been ranked as an Sl species in Massachusetts, New
Jersey, and New York. Its global ranking is G3 (W-2). The species is usually overlooked, and it
may be as scarce or more scarce than the better-known Trichomanes boschianum (above). More
field work is needed. Trichomanes gametophytes have been found at several sites in the
Shawnee Hills of southern Illinois, some of which are within the Shawnee National Forest, in
Gallatin, Jackson, Pope, and Union counties (Farrar 1992; Hill 2003d). It has also been found at
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several sandstone overhang sites in the Indiana Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). It is
considered to be a member of the Sandstone Overhang Community or, by some interpretations,
a member of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community. Trichomanes intricatum is not included
on any RFSS lists as yet.
32. Vaccinium stamineum L. (Deerberry) [Ericaceae] is at its northwestern range limit in
Illinois. This is a shrub averaging 1-2 m tall that can form clonal rhizomatous colonies, or can
exist as single individuals, and it normally requires somewhat dry acidic soils. It is listed as
Endangered in Illinois (with a current ranking of Sl), but it is common in the neighboring states
of Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri. Its global ranking is G5 (W-2). In Illinois a single
population is known to exist on a dry ridge in a Dry-mesic Upland Forest Community (as defined
by White and Madany 1978). While located well within the Shawnee Hills, and associated with
sandstone and chert, it does not appear to be a member of the Sandstone Cliff Community in the
strict sense. In Indiana, it is common in the Shawnee Hills, but it is also not typically associated
with rock outcrops. Additional information on this species and its status can be found in Hill
(2002d). It can loosely be associated with the margins of the Dry Sandstone Cliff Community.
Vaccinium stamineum is listed on the RFSS list for the Shawnee National Forest but not the
Hoosier National Forest.
33. Vittaria appalachiana Farrar & Mickel (Appalachian Vittaria; Appalachian Shoestring
Fern) [Vittariaceae] is at its northwestern range limit in Indiana. It has not been found in
Illinois, but suitable habitat occurs. This is another essentially gametophytic, evergreen,
perennial fern that reproduces asexually by means of its gametophyte. It also prefers moist
sandstone overhangs in our portion of its range. It has been listed as Rare in Indiana (where its
rank is S2). It has not been ranked in Ohio, it has been given a status of S3? in Kentucky, and it
has not been found in Missouri. Its global ranking is G4 (W-2). This fern occurs in several
sandstone overhang sites in the Indiana Shawnee Hills (Homoya, pers. comm.). It has been
searched for several times in Illinois (Farrar, pers. comm.) and it may yet occur here. It is
considered to be a member of the Sandstone Overhang Community or, by some interpretations,
a member of the Moist Sandstone Cliff Community. Vittaria appalachiana has been included
on the RFSS list in the Hoosier National Forest in Indiana.
34. Waldsteiniafragarioides (Michx.) Tratt ssp.fragarioides (Barren Strawberry)
[Rosaceae] approaches its western limit of range in Illinois and Indiana. It is a semi-evergreen
perennial herb that can reproduce by means of rhizomes to form a clonal patch, and it prefers
acidic rocky soils with humus accumulation. This species has recently been removed from the
T&E listing in Illinois, and is now considered to have been Extirpated (with a status of SH or
SX); it is listed as Rare in Indiana (with a status of S2). It has been listed as Endangered in
neighboring Missouri (with a ranking of S2), and is considered Vulnerable in neighboring
Kentucky (where it is ranked as S3?). The species has not been ranked in neighboring Wisconsin
or Ohio, where it also occurs. Its global rank is G5 (W-2). A single Illinois population was
known within the Shawnee Hills of the Shawnee National Forest in Illinois, but it has not been
found there since 1987. It occurs in the Indiana Shawnee Hills, usually in areas of exposed
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bedrock, but not necessarily associated with it (Homoya, pers. comm.). Only a single colony
occurs on Hoosier National Forest land. Details on this species can be found in Hill (2003j).
This is not an obligate sandstone cliff plant, but it does tend to occur on or near moist sandstone
ledges on thin soil in our area. Therefore, it is here considered to be a marginal Moist
Sandstone Cliff Community or Sandstone Talus Community species, as well as a member of
the Dry-mesic Upland Forest Community (as defined by White and Madany 1978). The Barren
Strawberry is listed as sensitive on the Forest Service's RFSS list in both the Shawnee National
Forest and the Hoosier National Forest, Region 9.
POTENTIAL THREATS
These seven biotic communities are both remarkably tough and yet exceedingly fragile. Several
very significant threats exist to cast some doubt on their continued survival. These habitats are
considered to be comparable to oceanic islands because of their scattered, isolated occurrence.
Therefore, like islands, they are especially sensitive to degradation (Mitchell and Wentworth
1999).
As described previously in the section on Environmental Conditions, organisms that can survive
within the cliff and talus communities are normally rather secure due to a lack of competition
from other native species. Under normal conditions of gradual change, the communities appear
to show stability. The cliff and talus communities, other than the Sandstone Overhang
Community, are normally protected from fire and from the foraging of deer and other large
herbivores. Natural threats are generally limited to periods of drought stress in some years, wind
and storm damage (particularly from ice-fall from cliffs in very cold winters), and disturbances
from small cliff-dwelling mammals, particularly in the crevices, ledges and rock shelters (Nelson
1987). The growth of trees may shade some populations of both common and rare plants in the
exposed cliff communities and cause them to decline, but if woody debris from cutting is left
against the cliff faces, they could also decline or disappear (Hill 2003a). If prolonged drought
occurs, some rare plant populations would also be expected to decline or even disappear (Herkert
et al. 1991).
Human pressures are responsible for current threats to the communities. The most obvious
potential threat is from any activity that changes the naturally slow pace of erosion, or that causes
damage to the bedrock and / or talus accumulation. Certainly quarrying produces rapid, generally
instant damage to the bedrock. Under normal conditions, it takes a great deal of time to break
down the cliff faces, and this allows a more or less continuous and gradual recolonization by the
native plants and animals. Quarry operations not only destroy all of the bedrock, but also the
organisms inhabiting it. An efficient quarrying operation normally results in rather featureless
exposed vertical rock surfaces with none or few of the microhabitats that are suitable for the
recolonization of the rock by cliff adapted species, assuming any individuals remain to colonize
it. Most quarry operations start with the exposed rock and eliminate all of it, removing what
little soil has also accumulated, before continuing further into the bedrock. Therefore, there are
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no organisms left to colonize new exposures even if they possess suitable habitat. The sparse,
often organically rich and light soils that are removed in the process may contain irreplaceable
seed banks built up for decades or centuries. Furthermore, the creation of disturbed ground and
rock fields, resembling artificial talus slopes, has enabled the colonization and establishment of
exotic and potentially damaging species. In at least one limestone quarry in Illinois, salt cedar
(Tamarix) has been seen establishing itself for the first time (Hill, pers. obs.). This pernicious
Mediterranean shrub / tree has the ability to create major problems in our area, as it has in the
western states. Therefore, quarrying of bedrock and rocky talus slopes is the single greatest
danger to these biotic communities.
In more recent times, especially in southern Illinois and Indiana, rock cliffs and slopes have
become popular areas for outdoor recreation activities. Rock climbing has become a very
popular sport just for its challenge. During this activity, various metal holdfasts are often
hammered into the cliff faces, hastening the cracking of the rock and increasing erosion. The
rock climbers will frequently cut plants in their way, they will pull vines from the rock faces,
they will scrape away the thin soil on ledges for a better grasp, and they will tread on essentially
any vegetation present, leaving an almost sterile rock face where a struggling biotic community
once existed (Larson et al. 1999). And this action is not intentional vandalism, it is simply
unavoidable with this recreational activity. The few sparse woody plants on the cliffs may be cut
for fuel for fires or to make a small shelter or tool. In many cases, the roots of these plants are
holding the thin soils and even the rock in place, and when cut, the soils can wash away, leaving
the rock bare. Therefore, the rock cliff communities cannot persist along with significant rock
climbing activity. In cases where trails must ascend or descend a rock face, all trees must be left
in place. These often supply the handholds and footholds needed for the hiker to safely navigate
the trail anyway, and this can improve the long use of such a trail. Any dislodging of the rock or
soil will speed up the degradation and destruction of the cliff face.
Several articles published in recent years have documented the effects of rock climbing on cliff
plant communities as this popular sport has spread around the world (Krajick 1999). The basic
conclusions in these studies are clear - plant cover and species diversity significantly decrease
with rock climbing, and this activity has severely impacted the sensitive plants of the cliff
community. Studies and data on the effects of rock climbing on the cliff communities have been
published for selected sites in Canada (Kelly and Larson 1997; McMillan and Larson 2002;
Nuzzo 1996), California (Camp and Knight 1998), Illinois (Nuzzo 1995; Nuzzo 1996),
Minnesota (Farris 1998), and Switzerland (Rosterholz, Mtiller, and Baur 2004). An excellent
reference on both the ecology and threats to the cliff communities is Larson et al. (2000).
There is also intentional vandalism. Large areas of rock surface may be brush painted or spray
painted with graffiti making them uninhabitable even for lichens, which can no longer attach to
this painted surface. While this activity often occurs on large surfaces visible for long distances,
some of it is quite local, vandalizing and defacing even hidden rock exposures and rock houses.
In the rock houses, carved graffiti is a common additional problem. This carved graffiti can
remain on the rock even for thousands of years.
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The rock overhangs found in some of these cliff complexes (the Sandstone Overhang
Community being the most obvious) are extremely fragile and have long been used (and
damaged) by humans. This is not a recent phenomenon at all. As long as humans have explored
the cliffs, these small cave-like rock houses have been used as shelters from bad weather and
dangerous animals (as well as from their fellow humans). This has long been known by both
amateur and professional artifact hunters. Many rock houses not only in southern Illinois and
Indiana, but world-wide, will, if properly excavated, reveal artifacts of human habitation. Some
have their ceilings thickly blackened by the soot of numerous ancient to recent camp fires - to the
point that plants have not been able to re-establish themselves on the internal surfaces of the
blackened rock. People sweep out the dirt and debris from the ledges inside or otherwise damage
these areas. This is due, in part, to a desire to camp within these rock houses. The overhang
biotic communities can also be destroyed by the artifact hunters who frequently remove all soil,
along with its organisms, from these delicate sites during their searches.
Many rock houses or rock shelters around the world have been used as animal pens since ancient
times - and some still have rock wall pens persisting that were constructed to keep the animals in.
While penned, animals will consume anything within reach that can be consumed and also will
foul what remains. While most animal penning in caves is a thing of the past in our region, today
in our national forests and other unsettled lands, damage continues in this fragile habitat. While
horseback riding was formerly a necessity, today it is a popular recreational sport, and in these
same rock houses and overhangs, horses may be sheltered during inclement weather on the trail,
and they and their riders will do the same damage as was done by Native Americans,
frontiersmen, and livestock herders in years past without realizing it. Therefore, equestrian trails
located near rock houses and cliff overhangs may result in significant damage to this biotic
community.
There are hundreds of sites on the Internet regarding the damage or lack of damage caused by
horses and / or equestrian trails in natural areas, and these are too numerous to list here. It is a
very complex and emotional issue, as is rock climbing. One literature survey of note was
presented by Landsberg, Logan, and Shorthouse (2001). This literature review established that,
because of their relatively large weight and the small area in contact with the ground, horses have
a relatively high potential for doing environmental damage. Impacts tend to be generally lowest
for hikers, followed by motorcycles, horses and four-wheeled vehicles. The literature survey
showed that horse traffic caused more damage on established trails than motorcycles, off-road
bicycles or hikers. There was little information concerning equine effects on the cliff and talus
communities discussed in this report, however. A summary guide to the impacts of equestrian
trails on natural areas has been produced by the University of Florida Extension Service (Dehring
and Mazzotti 1997). One contrasting point of view can be found on the Internet (W-14).
Some of the rare plants associated with the cliffs and talus are easily found and unusual enough
to be popular with plant collectors, both professional and amateur, so many tend to collect them
when they see them. While this does not normally affect most plant populations, the population
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sizes of these species are often small, and the elimination of a few reproductive individuals could
endanger the continued existence of a small local population. Some of the generally used
guidelines for plant collecting in small populations are presented in Hill (1995).
Still another potential threat exists in the form of herbicide application. Occasionally, exotic
weeds must be controlled by means of herbicide sprays during routine forest management
activities. Both the exotic vine Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicerajaponica) and the native
Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) can occasionally smother cliff and talus species
when suitable growing conditions are present (Hill 2003a). By their nature, the cliff and talus
plants are very exposed to all aspects of their environment, and would be readily affected by any
herbicides used to control these aggressive vines in their vicinity. In addition, the small
population sizes of cliff and talus species renders them extremely vulnerable to destruction and
local extirpation from this local herbicide use. When there is a threat from exotic species in
these communities, hand-pulling and removal of the exotic plants would be less destructive to the
biotic community and its unusual plants than non-specific herbicide application would be.
These are the greatest potential dangers to the cliff and talus communities in our region.
PROTECTION STATUS
As in the case of T&E or other noteworthy plant species, none of the seven plant communities
discussed in this conservation assessment have any specific overall legal protection statewide in
either Illinois or Indiana, regardless of their quality. Any protection that exists is dependent
solely on the preferences or actions of the land owner. For example, any one of these
communities occurring within a dedicated Nature Preserve in Illinois, owned by the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), has legal protection from disturbance of any kind
without a permit (McFall and Karnes 1995). The Nature Conservancy as a landowner creates
appropriate restrictions to protect natural plant communities on its land (W-9). Federal Lands
have various restrictions, and are protected or not depending upon applicable laws and policies
(W-15). Permits are required for destructive activities. Private landowners may conserve or
destroy any T&E plants on their property, as well as any high quality plant communities, at their
own discretion (Ebinger, pers. comm.). There may be local laws that designate areas in which
quarry operations are permitted or not, but most other activities are up to the landowner. These
legal considerations comprise the protections governing what organisms and what biotic
communities may survive and which may be lost.
In Illinois, high-quality biotic communities are tracked as part of the on-going Illinois Natural
Areas Inventory (INAI; INAI 2004). However, this in itself does not confer any legal protection
on a site. A similar inventory is conducted in Indiana by the Indiana Division of Nature
Preserves on a county-by-county basis (Homoya, pers. comm.; also W-17). This includes T&Es
and biotic communities on both public and private land, whether protected or not. If possible, the
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highest quality sites (as determined by protocols in White and Madany 1978) are protected
through purchase or negotiation with a willing land owner.
Many of the highest quality sites for the seven biotic communities described in this assessment
are found within the Shawnee or Hoosier National Forests. Staff of these federal lands have
shown a great interest and willingness to protect these special areas. These cliff and talus
primary communities, by their very nature, are generally not vegetated with sufficient large trees
to make commercial cutting economical, and so they have been little disturbed over time. A
greater problem exists with the designation of a buffer zone of mature forest that may be
necessary to protect these sites from excessive drying. The area of buffer forest that may be
necessary to protect these biotic communities from deleterious effects requires continuing study
and a great degree of cooperation among National Forest staff, private landowners, and
conservation biologists. This may be difficult to achieve because of increasing pressure from
commercial and recreational interests to utilize these resources. The protection of many of these
sites for generations to come, then, rests with the federal, state, and local agencies and land
owners who must maintain a delicate balance between future interests and current needs. The
continuing and perplexing question remains - what is more important, the preservation of natural
landscapes as part of the heritage of all, or the needs of present day local groups for their
recreational and / or commercial needs ?
One of the most successful conservation and protection programs today and in the recent past has
been the designation of Special Use Areas within the National Forest system in which certain
activities, such as logging, off road vehicle recreation, or other destructive activities are
restricted. In Illinois this includes, among others, such well-known sites as the Bell Smith
Springs Ecological Area, the La Rue-Pine Hills/Otter Pond Research Natural Area, the Little
Grand Canyon/Horseshoe Bluff Ecological Area, and the Lusk Creek Canyon Ecological Area
(Appendix 2; W-1 5). These four sites have also been designated National Natural Landmarks,
and are of national significance (W-16). There are ten categories of Special Use Areas within the
Shawnee National Forest based on the National Forest System protocols, for which protection
and management plans have been, or are being, established. These are:
1. Intensive Research Areas (Special Management Areas) [RA]
2. National Natural Landmarks [NNL]
3. Research Natural Areas [RNA]
4. Botanical Areas [BA]
5. Zoological Areas [ZA]
6. Ecological Areas [EA]
7. Geological Areas [GA]
8. National Register of Historic Places (Special Management Areas) [HR]
9. Wild and Scenic River Study Recommendations (Special Management Areas) [CR]
10. Wilderness (Special Management Areas) [WD]
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Appendix 2 presents a brief summary of the current INAI sites and Shawnee National Forest
Special Use Sites within the eleven southern Illinois counties that include high quality examples
of the biotic communities included within this report. Examples of Special Use Sites within the
Hoosier National Forest of Indiana have also been included in the appendix. Additional
information on these sites can be obtained from the Shawnee National Forest (W-15), the
Hoosier National Forest (W-18), from McFall and Karnes (1995), and from the INAI (2004).
RESEARCH AND MONITORING
Several significant studies have been published concerning the vegetation and other features of
the cliff sites in the Shawnee Hills region of Southern Illinois. Winterringer and Vestal (1956)
presented one of the earlier treatments of the rock ledge vegetation of southern Illinois. Much of
their research discussed the successional patterns on the bare rock of the sandstone cliff
communities. They also supplied detailed observations on the significant water features in this
community. Mohlenbrock (1959) published a concise summary of plants occurring within some
of the cliff communities in southern Illinois as part of a summary of the plant communities of the
entire region. Voigt and Mohlenbrock (1964) provided a useful summary of the plant
communities of Southern Illinois overall. The cliffs were placed within 'The Upland Series' of
plant communities, and were divided into three plant communities, the 'Rock Ledges', the 'Moist
Rock Walls', and the 'Cave-like Overhanging Rocks'. In addition, some of the limestone cliffs
were included within the community they termed 'The River Bluff. Ozment (1967) has
provided an especially useful review of the limestone ledge vegetation of southern Illinois, as
well.
There has been a considerable amount of research on several of the individually rare T&E species
found within these biotic communities in Illinois and Indiana. There has not been as much
research on their establishment, viability, and population dynamics (see reports by Hill 2002,
2003). Of particular importance is the monitoring of the known populations in these biotic
communities over time to determine population dynamics (W-3). Much of the research on these
biotic communities and their rare species has been conducted by Forest Service biologists in
cooperation with personnel within Illinois and Indiana state agencies and universities.
Several of the T&E species are being monitored by botanists working on behalf of the state
Natural Heritage programs and other organizations in the areas where they are listed as rare,
threatened, or of special concern (W-3). This includes not only areas within the National Forests,
but those managed by the states and those on private land, with the owners' permission.
However, a continuing problem is that there is neither sufficient funding nor are there enough
botanists and ecologists available to survey the immense area that needs to be covered in the
monitoring of the large numbers of sensitive plants and their biotic communities. Very little
monitoring of these biotic communities over time has been either initiated or completed. Much
has generally been accomplished by just a few individuals with environmental concerns rather
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than through long-term funded studies. There is no exhaustive inventory of the cliffs of the
Shawnee Hills, though there are compilations of known high quality examples in the files of the
states' Heritage Programs. Continued searches for additional sites are needed as part of this basic
research need.
There appears to be a great need for a critical appraisal of the occurrence of talus communities in
the region. This report has suggested that they exist here, but no talus communities are officially
recognized to be present in the Shawnee Hills of the two state region.
There is also extremely little precise data on the local edaphic and climatic conditions of the cliff
communities. Maximum and minimum temperatures, while known for some nearby towns, are
not known on the actual surfaces where these communities occur. Pertinent data of this kind may
be available in a few studies of individual species, but there appear to be no such data sets for
these biotic communities in the Shawnee Hills overall. In addition, there appears to be a need to
determine the effects of forest buffer areas surrounding these communities. Data is needed on
the effects of buffers of differing depth and density to determine what area and density of buffer
forest is the optimum for these biotic communities.
In one significant recent initiative, the Hoosier National Forest instituted an agreement with the
Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Nature Preserves, to conduct surveys of
rare and exotic plants in special areas (Day 2000). The populations of rare plants were to be
documented, former sites revisited, new sites were to be found, plot information collected, and
each exact location was to be noted with Global Positioning System technology. This effort was
indeed praiseworthy, but it is understood that suitable funding for so many sites and species is
very difficult to obtain.
As noted in the previous section of this report, the Forest Service has instituted a program of
protection for areas with research value - and these areas have been designated as Research
Natural Areas. Other research areas have been set aside as National Natural Landmarks,
Botanical areas, Zoological Areas, Ecological Areas, and Geological Areas. Research and
monitoring of the biotic communities continues within these sites, and as others are recognized,
more areas may be designated. Historically, several of the significant research publications
written on the Shawnee Hills were conducted within these areas, and these were used to support
the protection of these Special Use Areas within the National Forests. Appendix 2 includes some
notes on many of these sites.
MANAGEMENT
Management of the remaining cliff and talus community sites in the Shawnee Hills is crucial for
their survival.
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Some of the best-known cliff sites occur near well-used trails and it is thought that this has had
negative effects on them. A population of rare cliff plants (Asplenium bradleyi) growing along a
township road in Ohio was extirpated within 10 years of the opening of the road, but the exact
cause of the loss is not known (Hill 2003a). Restricted access to the sites, relocation of the trails,
and elimination of rock climbing where the T&E species grow would be indicated as a means to
ensure the species' survival and viability (Shawnee National Forest 2001, W-15). These
activities are currently illegal where many of the T&E species grow in the Shawnee National
Forest. It might be useful to enclose some colonies of rare plants within these communities
within carefully devised protective fencing to investigate the effectiveness of this kind of
protection that would still allow monitoring of the communities. A restrictive permitting process
and monitoring program can be utilized wherever rare plants and plant communities must be
studied to control the amount of collecting by scientific personnel as well. No casual collecting
by students or others should be allowed.
Certainly, quarrying and strip mining of the cliffs and their vicinity could easily eliminate an
entire biotic community and all of its plant populations. The construction of any buildings on the
bluffs immediately above cliffs would likely create another very definite threat to biotic
community survival. Protection of the upland and surrounding forest is necessary to buffer sites
from the effects of erosion and drying and to preserve conditions which may influence long-term
viability.
At the current time, it does not appear that the populations of most rare cliff plants in the
Shawnee National Forest are immediately threatened with elimination because of habitat loss
(Hill 2003a). One U.S.D.A. Forest Service report (1998) has stated "Opening maintenance is not
proposed for any cliffs. ... Monitoring of these associations on the Forest indicates they are
healthy and have not been disturbed." However, in the absence of future management of the
forest and cliffs for these species, they could decrease or be eliminated; the same would follow
for species restricted to the talus slopes. Protection of the cliff face habitat on which the rare cliff
plants live is the primary management need according to the Nature Conservancy (W-3).
Among the most importance management issues, then, are the following (not intended to be in
order of importance because each site may have a differing applicable priority):
1. Restriction of physical damage by human use, and specifically, of rock climbing in areas with
known occurrences of T&E species or high quality communities.
2. Restriction of access and any use of Sandstone Overhangs and rock houses where T&E
species are known to occur.
3. Designation of buffer zones of forest [areas not to be cut or disturbed] in the vicinity of high
quality examples of these communities, to prevent an increased rate of erosion, a decrease in
moisture regime, or increased drying and shading of microhabitats.
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4. Prohibition of the use of herbicides in the vicinity of these communities. The plants here are
extremely vulnerable to chemicals because of their exposure and because the habitat is already a
stressful one. Herbicide application could destroy entire populations of species in these habitats.
5. Avoidance of any changes upstream or upslope that would change water flow patterns that
could wash away the small amounts of soil and humus in this habitat.
6. Perhaps too obvious, but the prohibition of quarrying or mining in areas where the T&E plants
and high quality communities occur may be the single most significant management issue.
SUMMARY
This Conservation Assessment is a review of the classification, description, distribution,
environmental conditions, sensitive plants, and management of the Limestone, Sandstone, and
Talus Cliff Communities of the Shawnee Hills region, and especially those within the boundaries
of the Shawnee and Hoosier National Forests of Illinois and Indiana (within the Eastern Region,
Region 9, of the U.S.D.A. Forest Service). This document also serves to update knowledge
about the status, potential threats, protection, and management options regarding these local
biotic communities. Seven Cliff and Talus Communities are discussed, though talus
communities have not been officially recognized here by either state. Some of these primary
community types have been little studied or defined as biotic communities overall, but several of
the threatened and endangered species have been the subject of specific in-depth research.
Undisturbed cliff communities are very rare because of increases in commercial and recreational
uses since the time of European settlement, and the need for conservation management to save
this community habitat and its species has become more critical each year. In recent decades, the
most critical threats within the National Forests have come from a lack of funding and personnel
for monitoring, a lack of research data, and an increasing use of these delicate systems for
recreational activities.
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APPENDIX 1.
SUMMARY / COMPARISON OF THE HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE
SHAWNEE HILLS CLIFF AND TALUS COMMUNITIES
I. All seven biotic communities recognized in this report fall within the following hierarchy
of Takhtajan's Global Floristic Classification (Takhtajan 1986):
KINGDOM:
SUBKINGDOM:
REGION:
PROVINCE:
Holarctic
Boreal
North American Atlantic
Appalachian
II. All seven biotic communities recognized in this report fall within the following
hierarchy within the USDA-FS National Ecoregions Classification (W-12):
DOMAIN:
DIVISION:
PROVINCE:
SECTION:
Humid Temperate
Hot Continental
Eastern Broadleaf Forest (Continental)
Interior Low Plateau, Shawnee Hills
III. The seven biotic communities recognized in this report fall within the following
hierarchy of state-specific Natural Divisions (Homoya et al. 1985, Nelson, 1987, Schwegman
et al. 1973):
Illinois: Ozark Plateaus Province: Salem Plateau Section
Ozark Natural Division, Central Section [in part]
Interior Low Plateau Province: Shawnee Hills Section
Shawnee Hills Natural Division, Greater Shawnee Hills Section
Shawnee Hills Natural Division, Lesser Shawnee Hills Section
Indiana: Interior Low Plateau [= Southern Hills and Valleys] Province
Region 9 - Shawnee Hills Natural Region, Section 9A Crawford Upland Section
Region 9 - Shawnee Hills Natural Region, Section 9B Escarpment Section
Region 10 - Highland Rim Natural Region [in part]
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Missouri: Ozark Natural Division
Springfield Plateau
Upper Ozark
St. Francois Mountains
Elk River
White River
Lower Ozark
Ozark Border Natural Division
Mississippi River
NOTE: The Missouri units are not included in this conservation assessment.
IV. The seven biotic communities recognized in this report vary in classification within the
International Vegetation Classification / U.S. National Vegetation Classification (ICV /
USNVC) and state-specific community classifications (W-2, W-3, W-4, Nelson 1987, White
and Madany 1978).
1. Dry Limestone Cliff Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Limestone Cliff Community [in part - excluding
moist cliffs]
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; B. Cliff; 1. Limestone / Dolomite Cliff; a. Dry Limestone
/ Dolomite Cliff Community [in part - excluding dolomite]
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System - Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. A - Consolidated rock sparse vegetation
Group VII. A. 1 - Sparsely vegetated cliffs
Subgroup VII. A. 1. N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs
Formation VII. A. 1. N. a - Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation
Alliance - Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] - Limestone - Dolostone Midwest Dry Cliff Sparse
Vegetation [in part - excluding dolomite]
2. Moist Limestone Cliff Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Limestone Cliff Community [in part - excluding
dry cliffs]
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; B. Cliff; 1. Limestone / Dolomite Cliff; b. Moist
Limestone / Dolomite Cliff Community [in part - excluding dolomite]
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Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System - Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. A - Consolidated rock sparse vegetation
Group VII. A. 1 - Sparsely vegetated cliffs
Subgroup VII. A. 1. N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs
Formation VII. A. 1. N. a - Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation
Alliance - Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] - Limestone - Dolostone Midwest Moist Cliff Sparse
Vegetation [in part - excluding dolomite]
3. Dry Sandstone Cliff Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 1. Sandstone Cliff Community [in part - excluding
moist cliffs]
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Sandstone Cliff; a. Dry Sandstone Cliff
Community
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System - Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. A - Consolidated rock sparse vegetation
Group VII. A. 1 - Sparsely vegetated cliffs
Subgroup VII. A. 1. N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs
Formation VII. A. 1. N. a - Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation
Alliance - Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] -Sandstone Dry Cliff Sparse Vegetation
4. Moist Sandstone Cliff Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 1. Sandstone Cliff Community [in part - excluding
dry cliffs]
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Sandstone Cliff; a. Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System - Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. A - Consolidated rock sparse vegetation
Group VII. A. 1 - Sparsely vegetated cliffs
Subgroup VII. A. 1. N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs
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Formation VII. A. 1. N. a - Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation
Alliance - Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] -Sandstone Midwest Moist Cliff Sparse Vegetation
5. Sandstone Overhang Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 1. Sandstone Overhang Community
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Sandstone Cliff; a. Moist Sandstone Cliff
Community [in part]
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System - Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. A - Consolidated rock sparse vegetation
Group VII. A. 1 - Sparsely vegetated cliffs
Subgroup VII. A. 1. N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated cliffs
Formation VII. A. 1. N. a - Cliffs with sparse vascular vegetation
Alliance - Open Cliff Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] -Sandstone Midwest Moist Cliff Sparse Vegetation
[in part]
6. Limestone Talus Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Limestone Cliff Community [in part - excluding most
vertical areas]; also selected communities within I. Forest and III. Savanna
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; C. Talus 1. Limestone / Dolomite Talus community [in
part, excluding dolomite]
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. B - Boulder, gravel, cobble, or talus sparse vegetation
Group VII. B. 1 - Sparsely vegetated talus/scree slopes
Subgroup VII. B. 1.N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated talus/scree slopes
Formation VII. B. 1. N. a - Lowland or submontane talus/scree
Alliance - Lowland Talus Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [~ community] - Limestone - Dolostone Talus Sparse Vegetation [in part, excluding
dolomite]
7. Sandstone Talus Community:
Full Illinois and Indiana classification:
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VII. Primary; B. Cliff; 2. Sandstone Cliff Community [in part - excluding most
vertical areas]; also selected communities within I. Forest and III. Savanna
Full Missouri classification:
Terrestrial: IV. Primary; C. Talus 1. Sandstone Talus Community
Full USNVC / ICV classification:
System Terrestrial
Class VII - Sparse Vegetation
Subclass VII. B - Boulder, gravel, cobble, or talus sparse vegetation
Group VII. B. 1 - Sparsely vegetated talus/scree slopes
Subgroup VII. B. 1.N - Natural/Semi-natural sparsely vegetated talus/scree slopes
Formation VII. B. 1. N. a - Lowland or submontane talus/scree
Alliance - Lowland Talus Sparsely Vegetated Alliance
Association [- community] - ? Sandstone Interior Highlands Talus Sparse Vegetation [in part - the
Missouri portion]
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APPENDIX 2.
SELECTED EXAMPLES OF SIGNIFICANT AREAS OF CLIFF AND TALUS
COMMUNITIES IN / OR NEAR
THE SHAWNEE HILLS IN ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
ILLINOIS SITES [Grouped by County]
Note: BA = designated Botanical Area; BC = Biotic Community - numbers are those used in this report; EA =
designated Ecological Area; EO = Element Occurrence; G = Greater Shawnee Hills Section; GA = designated
Geological Area; INAI = Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites; L = Lesser Shawnee Hills Section; NF = National
Forest, area within purchase boundary of the National Forest (some areas indicated to be within NF may actually be
private in-holdings); NNL = National Natural Landmark; 0 = Ozark Division; ORV = off road vehicles; RNA =
designated Research Natural Area; WD = Wilderness Area; ZA = designated Zoological Area. If specific
information on quality was not available, a question mark [?] has been added. Information within quotation marks ["
"] has been obtained from INAI reports. Much work is to be done in these INAI sites and Special Use Areas! Quality
refers to community quality as determined by the White and Madany (1978) protocols.
Note: Randolph County sites have been excluded, though it includes a portion of the Ozark Division - Central
Section also partly within the Shawnee National Forest in NW Jackson County. This Section continues into
Randolph County, but Shawnee National Forest does not. There are no known high quality examples of these
communities in Massac, Pulaski, or Williamson counties, though the Shawnee Hills are often mapped to be within
portions of these counties. Much of the recent Shawnee National Forest information was supplied by Elizabeth L.
Shimp, and is from the draft Revised Shawnee National Forest Plan, Appendix E [revised from the 1992 Forest
Plan], as of 2004.
ALEXANDER CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
403 Dongola Hollow GA 2? ? no "Outstanding exposure of the St. Clair
6? ? Limestone" [talus likely] 0
404 Gale GA 3? ? no "Outstanding exposure of the Thebes
7? ? Sandstone Member" [talus likely] 0
1151 Thebes Area 1? ? no "Outstanding exposure of Girardeau
2? ? limestone (tvne section)" ... "Outstanding
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6? ? exposure of the McNairy Formation
[includes Black Powder Site, Fayville
Geological Area, Orchard Creek
Geological Area, Rock Spring Area, and
Thebes Gap Geological Area]" [talus
likely] 0
GALLATIN CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
558 Pounds Hollow [also a NF 4 A yes "Outstanding exposure of the Caseyville
EA site, but not exactly 3? A? and Abbott formations. North-facing
equivalent] 7? ? sandstone cliff'. Huperzia porophila
"Grade A Sandstone Cliff Community"
[talus likely] G
HARDIN CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
12 Collier Limestone Glade
19 Barker Bluff [NF =Barker
Bluff EA & RNA]
176 Soward Limestone Glade
324 Melcher Hill Limestone
Glade
437 Frailey's Landing GA
568 Russell Cemetery Area [=
Russell Cemetery Barrens;
NF = Russell Cemetery EA]
570 Brown's Hole Cave [NF =
I?
6?
1?
6?
yes "Limestone exposure above glade" [talus
likely] "Grades A & B Limestone glade" L
yes "Grade A Limestone glade; Grade B Dry
upland forest / Limestone glade"[threats:]
"Mining or quarrying possible" [talus
likely] L
6? ? yes "Grade A Limestone glade" [talus
likely]"[threats:] "Quarrying" L
1?
6?
1?
6?
3?
4?
7?
yes "Grade B Limestone glade" "Limestone
outcrop" "[threats:] Quarrying" [talus
likely] L
yes "Outstanding exposure of the Golconda
Group (type section)" [Haney Limestone]
[talus likely] L
yes "Sandstone outcrop" "Grade A Sandstone
glade" [talus likely] G
4 ? yes "Trichomanes boschianum (Moist
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sandstone)" [threats:] "Closure of cave
entrance; vandalism" L
766 Cane Creek Area [NF =
Cane Creek BA]
767 Saline Landing
949 Panther Hollow [NF =
Panther Hollow BA & RNA]
984 Cave Spring Cave System
7? ? yes "Saxifraga virginiensis ..." [talus likely] G
7? ? yes "Saxifraga virginiensis..." [talus likely] G
3
4
7?
1
2
6?
A
A
yes "..Saxifraga virginiensis ... Grade A
Sandstone cliff community... Sandstone
cliff" [talus likely] G
yes "Grade A Limestone cliff community"
[threats:] "..Quarry ...Vandalism" [talus
likely] L
JACKSON CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
168 Reeds Creek Canyon East
177 Pine Hills Annex [NF = Pine
Hills Annex EA]
347 Piney Creek Ravine Nature
Preserve
438 Clear Springs GA [NF =
Clear Springs GA]
583 Reeds Creek Canyon North
589 Fountain Bluff North
[includes NF = Fountain
Bluff GA]
3?
4?
7?
1
2
6?
3
4
7
A
A
9
B
B
7
yes "Sandstone cliff' [threats:] "Logging"
[talus likely] G
yes "Limestone cliff' "Grade A Limestone
cliff community" [talus likely] 0
no "Dedicated Illinois Nature Preserve"
"Pinus echinata ... Carex physorhyncha ..
Asplenium bradleyi ...Grade B Sandstone
cliff community... Sandstone cliffs and
outcrops" [talus likely] NOTE: most of
this is in RANDOLPH COUNTY ! 0
2? ? yes "Outstanding exposure of the Ste.
Genevieve Fault" 0
4
7?
3
4
7
A
A
A
yes " ...Sandstone cliff...Grade A Sandstone
cliff community ... Loniceraflava" [talus
likely] G
yes "Berberis canadensis ..." "Grade A
Sandstone cliff community" can add:
Loniceraflava to cliff rim - Hill addition.
[talus likely] G
"Grade A Sandstone cliff communitv"
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Browns ZA] 5 ?
3 A
I -
590 Devil's Den 4
7?
593 Bake Oven - Backbone
North GA
594 Backbone South Geological
Area
598 Ava Cave [NF = Ava ZA]
599 Toothless Cave [NF =
Toothless ZA]
Little Grand Canyon -
Horseshoe Bluff [NF = NNL
& EA; also includes
Saltpeter Cave Relict Site
BA, Bear Creek Relict Site
BA]
958 Fern Rocks Nature Preserve
A
?
yes [talus likely] L?
B no "Outstanding exposure of the Grand
Tower Limestone ... Asplenium resiliens...
Grade B Limestone cliff community"
[threats:] "Possible scenic overlook
construction" G?
B no "Outstanding exposure of the Backbone
Limestone... Grade B Limestone cliff
community" [threats:] "Possible scenic
overlook construction" G?
1?
2 9A
yes includes "Grade A Limestone cliff
community" [threats:] "Vandalism" G
4? ? yes includes "Sandstone outcrops" [threats:]
"Vandalism to cave" 0
yes "Illinois Ozarks Megasite" " very high
quality sandstone glade. ... cliffs,
overhangs ... outstanding exposure of the
Pounds Sandstone.... north-facing
sandstone cliff supporting relict northern
plants." "Lonicera dioica var. glaucescens
... Loniceraflava ... Carex physorhyncha...
" [threats:] "path erosion, ORV users"
[talus likely] G
no "Dedicated Illinois Nature Preserve"
"...Dodecatheonfrenchii (Sandstone
overhang) TYPE LOCALITY ...
Sandstone cliff...Sandstone caves and
overhangs ...Grade A Sandstone cliff
community..." Part of or adjoining Giant
City State Park - but all within Shawnee
NF purchase limits. [talus likely] G
JOHNSON CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
16 Thomas Cemetery Site
59 Scout Cave
5
4?
7?
3?
4
yes "Grades A & B Sandstone glade...Talinum
parviflorum... Dodecatheon frenchii
(Sandstone overhang)" [talus likely] G
yes "Grade B Sandstone glade...Grade B
Sandstone overhan, community...
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956
[incl.
328,
586,
587,
952]
I
II --I
Trichomanes boschianum ... Grade A
Sandstone cliff community.... Talinum
parviflorum" [threats:] "Logging" G
359 Cedar Bluff
440 Goreville Interchange GA
611 Odum Tract [NF = Odum
Tract EA]
612 Todd Fink Natural Area =
Fink Sandstone Barrens [NF
= Fink Sandstone EA]
formerly: Trig Tower
Sandstone Glades; Camp
Ondessonk]
615 Split Rock Hollow [NF =
Split Rock Hollow EA]
616 Little Cache Creek Area
617 Cache Valley GA
963 Round Bluff Nature Preserve
967 Draper's Bluff
986 Bulge Hole [NF = Bulge
Hole EA1
3
4
5
7?
3?
7?
A
A?
A&B
?
yes "Grades A&B Sandstone glade.... Grade A
Sandstone cliff community... Grades A &
B Sandstone overhang community ..."
[threats:] "Logging" [talus likely] G
yes "Outstanding exposure of the Pounds
[Sandstone] Escarpment" [talus likely] G
7? ? yes "Grade A Sandstone glade...Talinum
parviflorum" [talus likely] G
4
7?
3?
4
7?
3?
4
7
3
4?
7?
3?
4
7?
3
4?
7?
4
5
A
?
?
A
A
?
A?9
A
?
A
?
A
A
yes "Grade A Sandstone glade.. (Shaded
sandstone outcrop)" [talus likely] G
yes "Huperzia (Lycopodium) porophila
...Grade A Sandstone cliff community."
[talus likely] G
yes "..Grade A Sandstone cliff
[in community...Sandstone cliff.." [talus
part] likely] L?
no "...Grade A Sandstone cliff community"
[threats:] "Logging" NOTE: Near, but not
included within, the southern boundary of
Heron Pond - Little Black Slough [State]
Natural Area. [talus likely] L
no "Dedicated Illinois Nature Preserve"
"...Grade A Sandstone glade ... Grade A
Sandstone cliff community ... Talinum
parviflorum. .Dennstaedtia punctilobula"
NOTE: within Ferne Clyffe State Park.
[talus likely] G
yes "Outstanding example of a Pennsylvanian
escarpment" "Grade A Sandstone cliff
community... Grade A Sandstone glade"
[threats:] "Logging" [talus likely] G
yes "Grade A Sandstone overhang
communitv" "Grade A Sandstone cliff
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5 B
Hole EA]
1036 Horse Cave Area [NF
adjoins Schwegman EA, not
exactly equivalent]
1059 Little Black Slough - Heron
Pond Area [also NNL]
1518 Cypress Hill
3?
4?
7?
3?
4
5
7?
3?
4
7?
9
A
9
?
A&B?
A&B
community..." [threats:] "Vandalism to
overhang" [talus likely] G
yes "Grade A Sandstone glade...Sandstone
outcrops... Talinum parviflorum " [talus
likely] G
no "Dedicated Illinois Nature Preserve"
"Grade A Limestone glade...Sandstone
cliffs and overhangs...Grade A Sandstone
cliff community" [talus likely] L
no "Grades A and B Sandstone Cliff
Community" [talus likely] L
POPE CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
Land ?
336 Reddick Hollow [NF =
Reddick Hollow BA]
339 Gibbons Creek Barrens [NF
= Gibbons Creek Barrens
EA]
369 Little Grand Pierre South
Glade
792 Double Branch Hole [NF =
Double Branch Hole EA]
793 Hayes Creek Sites [NF =
Hayes Creek EA]
808 Leisure City Glade [NF =
Leisure City Barrens EA]
816 Lusk Creek North [NF =
Lusk Creek North EA]
4?
7?
yes "Sandstone outcrop" [threats: ] "Logging."
[talus likely] G
3 A yes "Grade A Sandstone Cliff Community"
"Grade A and B Dry Barrens (sandstone)"
G
1?
2?
6?
3
4
5
7?
4
7?
1?
2?
6?
3?
4
7?
A?
?
?
A?
A?
B
?
yes "Limestone outcrops" [talus likely] L
yes "Dennstaedtia punctilobula... Trichomanes
boschianum " " Grade A Sandstone Cliff
Community...Grade B Sandstone Glade...
Grade B Sandstone Overhang" [talus
likely] G
A yes "Dennstaedtia punctilobula ... Waldsteinia
fragarioides... Grade A Sandstone Cliff
Community" [talus likely] G
?
A
?
yes "Grade A Limestone glade ... Limestone
outcrop ..." [talus likely] L
yes "Huperzia [Lycopodium] porophilum ...
Dennstaedtia punctilobula " "Grade A
Sandstone cliff community" [talus likely]
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II - I
I
7? ?
G984 Cave Spring Cave System
1018 Jackson Hollow [NF =
Jackson Hollow EA]
1019 Pine Hollow [NF = Pine
Hollow EA]
1020 Sand Cave [NF = Sand EA]
1027 Gyp Williams Hollow [NF =
Gyp Williams Hollow EA]
1033 Bell Smith Springs [NF =
Bell Smith Springs EA &
NNL]
1057 Lusk Creek Canyon [NF =
Lusk Creek Canyon EA, ZA
WD, & NNL]
1?
2
6?
3?
4
5
7?
3?
4?
7?
3?
4
5
7?
3
4?
7?
3
4
5
7
4
5
7?
A
A?
A?
A
?
9
?
A
B
?
A
A?
?
A
A
A
?9
yes "Grade B Limestone glade ...Grade A
Limestone cliff community..." [threats:]
"Quarry ... Vandalism" [talus likely] L
yes "Grades A & B Sandstone glade ...
overhangs ... Grade A Sandstone cliff
community ... Trichomanes boschianum
... Dodecatheon frenchii ... Talinum
parviflorum ... Sedum telephioides ...
Huperzia (Lycopodium) porophilum"
[talus likely] G
yes "Grades A & B Sandstone glade...Grade A
Sandstone cliff community..." [threats:]
"...Logging" [talus likely] G
yes "Grade B Sandstone overhang community
..Grade A Sandstone cliff community...
Dodecatheon frenchii ... Trichomanes
boschianum " [threats:] "...Continued
vandalism to overhang" [talus likely] G
yes "Grades A & B Dry Barren.... Grade A
Sandstone Cliff Community... "[threats:]
"... Logging." [talus likely] L
yes "...Loniceraflava... Dennstaedtia
punctilobula... Grades A & B Sandstone
glade...Dodecatheonfrenchii...Sedum
telephioides ... Trichomanes boschianum
... Talinum parviflorum.... Overhang ...
Grade A Sandstone cliff community"
[threats:] "Damage to rare plants and
habitats with increased use."[talus likely]
G
yes
[in
part]
"Dedicated Illinois Nature Preserve"
"... Carex nigromarginata... Huperzia
[Lycopodium] porophilum. ..Dennstaedtia
punctilobula... Talinum parviflorum ...
Sedum telephioides .. Dodecatheon
frenchii ...overhang) ...... Loniceraflava
..Grade A Sandstone cliff community
...Grades A & B Sandstone glade"
[threats:] "Rare plant and relic sites subject
to visitor abuse... National Forest portion
may become subject to mining
disturbance." [talus likely] G
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1477 Crow Knob [NF = Crow
Knob EA]
1478 Jackson Hole [NF = Jackson
Hole EA]
3
7?
3
4
5
7?
B
A&B
A&B?
A&B
yes "Grade A and B Dry Sandstone Barrens
...Grade A and B Sandstone Glade...
...Grade B Sandstone Cliff "[talus likely]
G
yes "Grade A and B Sandstone Glade...
..Grade A and B Sandstone Overhang
...Grade A and B Sandstone Cliff'[talus
likely] G
SALINE CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF
Land ?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
243 Cave Hill [NF = Cave Hill
RNA & EA]
244 Garden of the Gods [NF =
Garden of the Gods EA &
WD]
346 Wamble Mountain
839 Old Stone Face - Dennison
Hollow [NF = 2 separate
sites = Stoneface RNA &
EA, and Dennison Hollow
RNA & EA]
3
4?
7?
3
4?
5
7?
6?
7?
3
4?
7?
A
A?
?
A
A?
A&B
?
A
A?
9
yes "...Asplenium bradleyi... Quercus prinus
[Q. montana] ... Grade A Sandstone
Glade... Grade A Sandstone Cliff
Community "[talus likely] G
yes "Grades A & B Sandstone glade ...
Outstanding example of ... the Caseyville
Escarpment... Grade A Sandstone cliff
community.... Grades A & B Sandstone
overhang community...Asplenium bradleyi
.." [threats:] "Visitor use is increasing"
[talus likely] G
yes "Grade B Limestone glade" "Limestone
outcrop...Sandstone outcrop" [threats:] "
Housing" [talus likely] L
yes "..Quercus prinus [= Q. montana]...Grade
A Sandstone Glade... Grade A Sandstone
Cliff Community ... Caseyville sandstone
cliff' [talus likely] G
UNION CO., ILLINOIS
INAI # INAI Name BC # Quality NF
Land?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Division
440 Goreville Interchange GA 3?
7?
yes "Outstanding exposure of the Pounds
[sandstone] Escarpment" [talus likely] G
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860 Lick Creek GA
861 Giant City State Park GA
878 Roaring Spring Area
967 Draper's Bluff
1046 Atwood Ridge [NF =
Atwood Ridge RNA & EA]
1079 LaRue - Pine Hills EA [NF
= Larue - Pine Hills RNA,
EA, & NNL]
3?
7?
3
4?
7?
1?
2
7?
3
4?
7?
A
A?
?
?
A
?
A
A?
?
yes "Outstanding exposure of the Battery Rock
[sandstone] Escarpment" [talus likely] G
no "...Sandstone cliff...Grade A Sandstone
cliff community"[talus likely] G
no "Caves... Limestone cliff...Grade A
Limestone cliff community" [threats:]
"Continued vandalism, pollution" [talus
likely] L
yes "Outstanding example of a Pennsylvanian
escarpment...Grade A Sandstone cliff
community... ...Grade A Sandstone glade"
[threats:] "Logging" [talus likely] G
7? ? yes "Carex physorhyncha ....Quercus prinus
[Q. montana]..." [threats:] "logging" [talus
likely] 0
1
2
6?
A
A
?
yes "Grade A Limestone glade... Outstanding
exposure of Bailey Limestone ... Pinus
echinata ...Grade A Limestone cliff
community ....Asplenium resiliens...
Asplenium bradleyi" [threats:] "Over-
collecting of rare species ..."[talus likely]
0
INDIANA SITES [Grouped by County]
Note: BC = Biotic Community - numbers are those used in this report; CU = Crawford Upland Section; ES =
Escarpment Section; NF = National Forest, area within purchase boundary of the National Forest (some areas
indicated to be within NF may actually be private in-holdings); RNA = designated Research Natural Area.
Note: Information for this section was provided by the Indiana Department of Natural Resources [from the Heritage
Database] and the Hoosier National Forest [as Appendix H of the current Forest Management Plan].
CRAWFORD CO., INDIANA
note: these sites are likely to have individuals of the following plants described in this report: Cheilanthes lanosa,
Dennstaedtia punctilobula, Dodecatheon frenchii, Huperzia porophila, Pleopeltis (Polypodium) polypodioides,
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Quercus montana [?], Sanicula smallii, Saxifraga virginiensis, Scutellaria saxatilis, Sedum telephioides, Selaginella
apoda, Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Trichomanes boschianum, Vaccinium stamineum, Vittaria appalachiana,
Waldsteiniafragarioides - all known within the county (W-17).
EO # Site Name BC # Quality NF
Land ?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
Carnes Mill [NF Special
Use Area - RNA. ]
1055, Yellow Birch Ravine
5333 Nature Preserve
[?] Hemlock Cliffs [NF
Special Use Area - RNA.]
Buzzard Roost Site
3
4
4
7?
3
4
1
2
3
4
B?
B?
A?B?
9
B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
?
yes "It is a geologic site with subterranean
cutoff forming a cave between the upper
and lower curve in the river, the area
consists of ...and sandstone cliffs...and
open bluff/cliff sparse vegetation
communities, the area has special plant
communities." CU
yes Huperzia (Lycopodium) porophila CU
yes "...sandstone cliff communities.." [threats:]
"rock climbing and rappelling have
damaged some cliff communities...trails
made by hikers, horse riders, and off-road
vehicle users have damaged some
areas....several species of nonnative
invasive plants have known occurrences..."
CU
no "High quality, diverse series of limestone
cliffs;" "high quality, diverse sandstone
cliff capping limestone above Blue River"
Note: straddles line, also in Harrison
County. ES
HARRISON CO., INDIANA
note: these sites are likely to have individuals of the following plants described in this report: Arabis patens,
Calamagrostis porteri ssp. insperata, Cheilanthes lanosa, Phlox bifida ssp. stellaria, Pleopeltis (Polypodium)
polypodioides, Quercus montana [?], Sanicula smallii, Saxifraga virginiensis, Sedum telephioides, Selaginella
apoda, Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Vaccinium stamineum, Waldsteiniafragarioides - all known within the
county (W-17).
EO # Site Name BC # Quality NF
Land?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
12201 Scout Mountain Nature
Preserve
2109 The Narrows Nature
Preserve
1
2
6?
1
2
?
A? B?
9
A? B?
no "Limestone Cliff' ES
no "Limestone Cliff... Waldsteinia
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[?]
700,
4193,
8770
6? ? fragarioides" ES
Buzzard Roost Site 1 A? B?
2 A? B?
3 A? B?
4 ?
no "High quality, diverse series of limestone
cliffs;" "high quality, diverse sandstone
cliff capping limestone above Blue River"
Note: straddles line, also in Crawford
County. ES
6204 Sphire Tract Managed
Area [Firetail Spring /
Sinking Foot Site]
1?
2
no ES
A? B?
MARTIN CO., INDIANA
note: these sites are likely to have individuals of the following plants described in this report: Cheilanthes lanosa,
Dennstaedtia punctilobula, Huperzia porophila, Quercus montana [?], Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Trichomanes
boschianum, Vaccinium stamineum - all known within the county (W- 17).
EO # Site Name
11020 Cedar Bluff Site - Martin
County
9931 House Rock Site
3892 Jug Rock Nature Preserve
2894 Johnson Hollow Woods
Natural Area / Crane
Naval Weapons Support
Center
2895 First Creek Woods Natural
Area / Crane Naval
Weapons Support Center
2508 Bluffs of Beaver Bend
Nature Preserve
5259 Tank Spring Nature
Preserve
[?] Gypsy Bill Allen [NF
Special Use Area; extends
into Orange County. ]
Plaster Creek fNF Snecial
BC # Quality NF
Land ?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
4 A? B? no CU
4 A? B? no CU
3
4
3
4
7?
3
4
7?
3
4
2?
3
4
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
?
A? B?
A?B?
B?
B?
B?
3? ?
no CU
no "some of the largest [sandstone cliffs] in
Crane ... Huperzia [Lycopodium]
porophila" CU
no CU
no "Extensive and scenic line of [sandstone]
cliffs..." CU
no CU
yes "Karst features..exposed rock cliffs,
shelters..in Pennsylvanian aged Mansfield
sandstone." CU
"..sandstone cliff community... onen bluff/
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700,
4193,
8770
Preserve
Use Area; RNA] 4? ? yes cliff sparse vegetation..the sandstone cliffs
support [Dennstaedtia punctilobula] and
[Huperzia porophila]." [threats:]
"nonnative shortleaf pine seedlings
...visitors to the site have dislodged some
plants from the cliffs..." CU
OWEN CO., INDIANA
note: these sites are likely to have individuals of the following plants described in this report: Quercus montana [?],
Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Vaccinium stamineum - all known within the county (W-17).
EO # Site Name BC # Quality NF Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
Land ?
7180 Green's Bluff Nature 3 A? B? no ES
Preserve 4 A? B?
PERRY CO., INDIANA
note: these sites are likely to have individuals of the following plants described in this report: Cheilanthes lanosa,
Dennstaedtia punctilobula, Dodecatheonfrenchii, Huperzia porophila, Quercus montana [?], Sanicula smallii,
Saxifraga virginiensis, Sedum telephioides, Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Trichomanes boschianum, Vaccinium
stamineum, Vittaria appalachiana - all known within the county (W-1 7).
EO # Site Name BC # Quality NF
Land ?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
5249, Saalman Hollow Nature
5776 Preserve
Jubin Creek Site [SIA]
[NF - part of the Oil
Creek RNA]
Slick Rock Hollow Site
Shooting Star Cliffs
Macrosite
Dauby Hollow Site
Bear Hollow / Goblin
Rocks Site [SIA] [NF -
part of the Oil Creek
3
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
7?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
7?
yes CU
yes Huperzia [Lycopodium] porophila CU
yes CU
yes Dodecatheonfrenchii CU
yes CU
yes CU
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[?]
1146,
5250,
12072
5388,
8705
3306,
4749,
11386
7644,
11594
1255,
10552,
13375
RNA]
7612, Oil Creek Cliffs Site [SIA]
12934 [NF - part of the Oil
Creek RNA]
9328,
11525
unnamed [Homoya report]
868 Abbott's Hollow Site [NF
- part of the Oil Creek
RNA]
693 Hank's Hollow Site
[?] Deer Creek [NF Special
Use Area - RNA. ]
[?] Rockhouse Hollow [NF
Special Use Area; RNA]
[?] Smith Hollow [NF - part
of the Oil Creek RNA]
[?] Stinking Fork Creek [NF
Special Use Area] Extends
into Crawford County.
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
A? B?
yes Oil Creek RNA: This large site "contains
Abbott's Hollow, Jubin Creek, Bear
Hollow, Oil Creek Cliffs, and Smith
Hollow. These areas are disjunct
sandstone cliff communities that have
associated plants." CU
yes Saxifraga virginiensis...Dodecatheon
frenchii CU
4 A? B? yes CU
4 A? B? yes CU
3
4
7?
A? B?
A? B?
3?
4?
5?
3?
4?
7?
3?
4?
yes "Dry forest and sandstone cliff
communities. The noteworthy feature of
this area is the sandstone cliff community
and the presence of associated plant
communities. Large sandstone boulders in
the creek..." [threats:] "Japanese
honeysuckle is a nonnative invasive in the
area and needs to be controlled." CU
yes "sandstone cliffs are also present" CU
yes CU
yes ""Included in the boundary are other
special features including cliff
communities and their associated plants."
CU
PUTNAM CO., INDIANA
note: while these sites and the county itself have high quality examples of the sandstone overhang and sandstone
cliff communities, individuals of only the following plants described in this report may also occur: Quercus montana
[?], Thelypteris noveboracensis [?], Vaccinium stamineum [?] - none of the other T&Es discussed in this report have
been reported within this county (W-17).
EO # Site Name BC # Quality NF
Land ?
Other Notes - incl. Natural Region
Conservation Assessment for Cliff Communities, Shawnee and ,,oosier National Forests
APPENDIX 3.
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8311 Fern Cliff Nature Preserve 3 ? no CU
4 A? B?
5? ?
7? ?
4762, Winona Welch / Cagles 4 A? B? no CU
12935 Mill Woods Site 5 A? B?
NATURAL DIVERSITY DATABASE ELEMENT RANKING SYSTEM
modified from: http://www.cnpsci.org/html/PlantInfo/Definitions2.htm [W-19]
Global Ranking (G)
G1
Critically imperiled world-wide. Less than 6 viable elements occurrences (populations for
species) OR less than 1,000 individuals OR less than 809.4 hectares (ha) (2,000 acres [ac])
known on the planet.
G2
Imperiled world-wide. 6 to 20 element occurrences OR 809.4 to 4,047 ha (2,000 to 10,000 ac)
known on the planet.
G3
Vulnerable world-wide. 21 to 100 element occurrences OR 3,000 to 10,000 individuals OR
4,047 to 20,235 ha (10,000 to 50,000 ac) known on the planet.
G4
Apparently secure world-wide. This rank is clearly more secure than G3 but factors exist to
cause some concern (i.e. there is some threat, or somewhat narrow habitat).
G5
Secure globally. Numerous populations exist and there is no danger overall to the security of the
element.
GH
All sites are historic. The element has not been seen for at least 20 years, but suitable habitat
still exists.
GX
All sites are extirpated. This element is extinct in the wild.
GXC
Extinct in the wild. Exists only in cultivation.
G1Q
Classification uncertain. The element is very rare, but there is a taxonomic question associated
with it.
National Heritage Ranking (N)
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The rank of an element (species) can be assigned at the national level. The N-rank uses the
same suffixes (clarifiers) as the global ranking system above.
Species Level Ranking (T)
Species receive a T-rank attached to the G-rank. With the species, the G-rank reflects the
condition of the entire species, whereas the T-rank reflects the global situation of just the species
or variety.
For example: Chorizanthe robusta var. hartwegii. This plant is ranked G2T1. The G-rank
refers to the whole species range (i.e., Chorizanthe robusta, whereas the T-rank refers only to the
global condition of var. hartwegii. Otherwise, the variations in the clarifiers that can be used
match those of the G-rank.
State Ranking (S)
S1
Critically imperiled. Less than 6 element occurrences OR less than 1,000 individuals OR less
than 809.4 ha (2,000 ac). S1.1 = very threatened; S1.2 = threatened; S1.3 = no current threats
known.
S2
Imperiled. 6 to 20 element occurrences OR 3,000 individuals OR 809.4 to 4,047 ha (2,000 to
10,000 ac). S2.1 = very threatened; S2.2 = threatened; S2.3 = no current threats known.
S3
Vulnerable. 21 to 100 element occurrences OR 3,000 to 10,000 individuals OR 4,047 to 20,235
ha (10,000 to 50,000 ac). S3.1 = very threatened; S3.2 = threatened; S3.3 = no current threats
known.
S4
Apparently Secure. This rank is clearly lower than S3 but factors exist to cause some concern
(i.e., there is some threat, or somewhat narrow habitat).
S5
Secure. Demonstrably secure to ineradicable in the state.
SH
All state sites are historic; the element has not been seen for at least 20 years, but suitable habitat
still exists. Possibly extirpated.
SR
Reported to occur in the state. Otherwise not ranked.
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SX
All state sites are extirpated; this element is extinct in the wild. Presumed extirpated.
Notes:
1. Other considerations used when ranking a species or natural biotic community include the
pattern of distribution of the element on the landscape, fragmentation of the population/stands,
and historical extent as compared to its modem range. It is important to take a bird's eye or
aerial view when ranking sensitive elements rather than simply counting element occurrences.
2. Uncertainty about the rank of an element is expressed in two major ways: by expressing the
rank as a range of values (e.g., S2S3 means the rank is somewhere between S2 and S3), and by
adding a '?' to the rank (e.g. S2?). This represents more certainty than S2S3, but less than S2.
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